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Abstract

This thesis examines two methods for monocular visual odometry,
FAST + KLT and ORBSLAM2, in the case of underwater environments.
This is done by implementing and testing the methods on different un-
derwater datasets. The results for the FAST + KLT provide no evidence
that this method is effective in underwater settings. However, results
for the ORBSLAM2 indicate that good performance is possible when
properly tuned and provided with good camera calibration. Still, there
remain challenges related to, for example, sand bottom environments
and scale estimation in monocular setups. The conclusion is therefore
that the ORBSLAM2 is the most promising method of the two tested
for underwater monocular visual odometry.
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Sammanfattning

Denna uppsats undersöker två metoder för monokulär visuell odome-
tri, FAST + KLT och ORBSLAM2, i det särskilda fallet av miljöer under
vatten. Detta görs genom att implementera och testa metoderna på
olika undervattensdataset. Resultaten för FAST + KLT ger inget stöd
för att metoden skulle vara effektiv i undervattensmiljöer. Resultaten
för ORBSLAM2, däremot, indikerar att denna metod kan prestera bra
om den justeras på rätt sätt och får bra kamerakalibrering. Samtidigt
återstår dock utmaningar relaterade till exempelvis miljöer med sand-
bottnar och uppskattning av skala i monokulära setups. Slutsatsen är
därför att ORBSLAM2 är den mest lovande metoden av de två testade
för monokulär visuell odometri under vatten.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Due to a increasing interest in autonomous submarines, underwater
navigation has become an active research topic.

The terms “autonomous systems” and “robots”, often refer to the same
types of machines. They are composed of actuators, sensors and an
electronic “brain”. Such “robots” are designed to perform some tasks
autonomously. They have the capacity to make decisions and solve
tasks, using their “brain”, and having been provided some informa-
tion from sensors. One of the most challenging tasks autonomous
robots need to solve is navigation. It usually includes finding its po-
sition, finding a path, and creating/updating a map of the environ-
ment. Even though many navigation methods have been developed
for land robots, few of them are applicable underwater. A robot uses
its odometry to perform good navigation, i.e. an estimation of change
in position overtime. Different methods exist for odometry, many of
which use a camera. Such methods are referred to as Visual Odometry
(VO). Good solutions for odometry have been achieved using camera
sensors. Most implementations of VO rely on feature extraction algo-
rithms e.g. speeded up robust features (SURF), or Dense/ Semi-Dense
methods e.g. Direct Sparse Odometry (DSO). Recent breakthroughs in
deep learning challenge such feature extraction methods. Deep neural
networks have the capacity to extract features and to classify images
with great accuracy.

The research question of this thesis is to find an existing VO technique
that can be implemented on a remotely operated underwater vehi-
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2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

cle (ROV). The study focuses on traditional key point-based methods,
dense re-projection-based methods, and deep neural network based
methods. The main hypothesis is that the results of the experiments
would highlight the best VO method.

The goal of the project is a practical implementation of VO. It should
be used as a tool to help a ROV operator to keep track of the robot’s po-
sition. This method will hopefully be implemented on an autonomous
submarine that aims to navigate under Antarctica in 2022.

A literature review of autonomous systems and VO is presented in
chapter 2. The datasets used for the experiments are presented in chap-
ter 3. A summary of the literature review is presented in chapter 4. A
FAST + KLT VO method and its test results are presented in chapter 5.
The ORBSLAM2 method and its test results are presented in chapter 6.
Ideas for further research are discussed in chapter 8. Considerations
regarding ethics and sustainability of this project and AUV technology
are discussed in chapter 9.



Chapter 2

Background and literature
review

2.1 Autonomous Robotics

Autonomous Robotics is a very active research topic due to its many
applications. "Robots" are commonly defined as complex mechatronic
systems which can perform a task. They are composed of sensors
which acquire information from the environment, a computer brain
to analyse data and take decisions, and actuators which can act upon
the environment. The term "autonomous" indicates that the robot can
function on its own and perform a task using only the available infor-
mation. One of the key aspects of autonomous robots are their capacity
to localize themselves in an environment. This becomes harder if the
map of the environment is unknown. It represents a key challenge to
make robots truly autonomous; this problem is referred to as Simul-
taneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM). A general presentation of
the SLAM problem can be found in [1] and [2]. However, such tasks
require to have an estimation of the robot’s motion, usually referred to
as in the literature as "Odometry".
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2.2 General Odometry

Odometry can be defined as an estimation of a robot’s change in po-
sition using available motion sensor data. There exists a wide variety
of sensors which can be used to compute odometry, a list of the most
common sensors and their basic principle can be found in [3]. The type
of sensor to use typically depends on: the cost of the sensor, the accu-
racy of the method, and the environment: open land, urban, aerial or
underwater.

2.2.1 Wheel encoders

Since most land robots use wheels, the classical approach for odometry
relies on reading speed from wheel motor encoders and integrating
the result over time to get the pose. However, this type of odometry is
sensitive to drift due to wheel slippage.

2.2.2 Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU)

Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) are another type of popular sensors
for odometry. IMUs are composed of heading sensors : compass, gy-
ros, inclinometers, or accelerometers. The motion and rotation infor-
mation are given by the accelerometers and gyros. The results are then
integrated and correction for the heading is made using the other sen-
sors. Such sensors can be quite sensitive to noise and disturbances
from magnetic fields, resulting in drift. Detailed method for using
IMU can be found in [4]. This type of odometry has been quite popu-
lar in recent years due to the development of drones and Unmanned
Aerial Vehicles (UAV). [5] presents an example of position control of a
UAV using IMU data.

2.2.3 Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS)
Global Positioning System (GPS)

Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS) are widely used for po-
sition estimation both for land and aerial robotics. Such systems are
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more commonly known as Global Positioning System (GPS) even though
GPS is only one of many GNSS systems available. Its principle is based
on robots "listening" to messages sent by some of the 24 satellites con-
stantly turning around the Earth. Each message includes time infor-
mation; therefore, the "listener" can calculate the distance to each satel-
lite and estimate its position using triangulation with great accuracy
(error < 1m). The drawbacks of this method is that the robot needs to
"see" the satellite, which makes the use of GPS for position estimation
indoor or underwater complicated. Similarly, good estimation of the
position requires receiving signals from at least 4 satellites. Advanced
details about the GPS system can be found in [6], basic concepts of
GPS for mobile robotics are presented in [3]. Practical implementa-
tion of GPS-based odometry for surface navigation of an Autonomous
Underwater Vehicle (AUV) is presented in [7].

2.2.4 Laser-Based Odometry

Laser-based methods can provide great information for odometry es-
timation. Most laser-based methods are based on a similar principle,
a laser pulse is emitted, and its reflected pulse is measured using a
sensor. The distance to the object can be computed using the time dif-
ference between emission of the pulse and reception of the reflected
pulse. This principle is known as "time of flight" (ToF).

LIDAR

Based on ToF principle, one laser source and a rotating mirror can be
used to compute the distance to many points around it and generate
information about the environment in 2D. This type of sensor is com-
monly known as mono-beam Light Detection and Ranging (LIDAR), a
general presentation of LIDAR sensors can be found in [3]. Denser 3D
information can be generated by adding several mono-beam systems
on top of each other. Such sensors are quite popular because they can
extract a lot of 3D information about the environment. Manufacturer
Velodyne, one of the leaders in the field, offers lidar systems up to 64
beams computing 2.2 million distance points per second as described
in [8]. Multi-beam LIDAR are used in the Google or Baidu self-driving
cars, see [9], but also in autonomous vehicles like the TERRAMAX
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from Oshkosh Defense [10]. A video presenting the TERRAMAX truck
can be founded in [11]. For most cases, LIDARs are used for 3D map-
ping of the environment and the odometry of the vehicle is estimated
using GPS or even cameras. In paper [12], a method is described to
compute odometry based on the tracking of feature points generated
by a multibeam LIDAR overtime.

Laser speckle

Another method for laser odometry for underwater use is presented in
[13]. It uses the property that the reflected light of a laser to an object
generates an irregular pattern called laser speckle. Such a pattern can
be observed using an optical sensor and its movement can be tracked
over time.

2.2.5 Sonar

Sound based technologies are commonly used for position tracking
and odometry estimation in underwater applications.

Acoustic positioning systems

Underwater acoustic positioning systems are sound-based methods
used for tracking of underwater vehicles. These systems include Short
Baseline (SBL), Ultra-Short Baseline (USBL), and Acoustic Long Base-
line (LBL) classes. Transponder beacons are used either on sea floor or
at the surface; the vehicle sends a signal that is then returned by the
transponder and an estimation of the position is computed based on
the round-trip delay. Details for each class can be found in [14]. Recent
practical implementation of an USBL system can be found in [15].

Doppler Velocity Log (DVL)

Other sound-based positioning technologies include the Doppler Ve-
locity Log (DVL). It is based on the Doppler effect i.e. change of fre-
quency of a wave between emission and reception, due to the mo-
tion of the source. Detailed presentation of DVL can be found in [16].
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This technology can be used to track the bottom of the ocean and es-
timate the odometry. Paper [7] investigates the improvement of dead-
reckoning of a glider using DVL.

One-way-travel-time (OWTT)

The One-way-travel-time (OWTT) method presented in [17] relies on
acoustic packets transmission to a time-synchronized emitter and re-
ceiver. The packet information includes pose of the source and time-
of-launch. When the packet is received, the ToF is computed and the
odometry can be estimated.

2.3 Visual Odometry

Visual Odometry (VO) refers to the process of estimating a vehicle’s 3D
motion using information provided by one or several cameras. Work
by Moravec presented in his PhD thesis [18] is widely recognized as
a milestone in the development of the VO field. It presents a mobile
robot cart equipped with TV camera and transmitter system. This cart
uses stereo imagery for 3D object location and tracking to compute its
odometry. The term “Visual Odometry” was first defined in the paper
[19] by Nister. This paper presents a robust feature-based VO method,
for both monocular and stereo systems, running on consumer grade
hardware. This work is recognized by many as an important mile-
stone in VO. According to [20] it was also the first method to track
features across all frames instead of consecutive frames; it resulted
in a reduction of drift. Historically, VO methods were divided into
Feature-Based or Direct types. Since a few years, Learning-Based VO
solutions have been developed based on impressive results achieved
by Deep learning methods for computer vision tasks. Extensive guide-
lines of VO are discussed in [20], [21]. Details about VO methods are
discussed in this section.

2.3.1 Stereo VS Monocular Visual Odometry

VO can be computed using one or two cameras simultaneously. Stereo
VO are methods for motion estimation using two cameras separated
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by a known distance. Monocular VO methods only rely on one camera
for VO. A summary of characteristics of stereo and monocular tech-
niques is presented in [20].

Stereo Vision

In stereo vision, 3D information about the environment is computed
for each time step using 3D triangulation of features in both the right
and the left image. The motion is estimated by observing the features
in two consecutive time frames in both the right and the left image.
Stereo VO methods only require two time-successive frames. Objects’
scale can also be estimated since the baseline distance between the
cameras is known.

Monocular Vision

In monocular vision, 3D information extraction requires two time suc-
cessive frames. Motion estimation requires an additional third frame
for transformation calculation. Monocular vision poses extra chal-
lenges compared to stereo vision since scale information is not known,
it is usually set to a pre-defined value. Scale is defined in [22] as the
relationship between distances in the image and distances in the real
world. Additional information may be necessary to obtain scale using
IMU or GPS sensor.

2.3.2 Feature-based methods

Images contain a lot of information; it can take a lot of time to com-
pute similarities based on all pixels in the image. To speed up image
processing tasks, methods have been developed to identify a subset of
points in images that are locally distinctive, describe their local neigh-
bourhood, and match these points between consecutive images based
on their description. Such methods are referred to as Feature-based
methods or Sparse methods. The basic principle of feature-based VO
is: (i) extract and describe features from incoming images, (ii) match
such features between consecutive images, (iii) remove the outliers,
and (iv) estimate the motion between frames.
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Feature detection and description

Feature descriptors are used to describe locally distinctive points, also
called features, in an image. In [23] features are defined as “a region of
the image which is dissimilar to its immediate neighbourhood in terms
of properties such as intensity, colour, and texture”. Expected proper-
ties of good features can be found in [24]. An important property is
the invariance of features: geometric invariance (translation, rotation,
scale), and photometric invariance (brightness, exposure). Best possi-
ble features are corner and blobs in images; edges are avoided because
of a lack of invariance for most transformation. This section presents
the main feature detectors and descriptors.

Feature detectors In practice, the first step is to select points that are
likely to be detected again in a similar image (with small variation
in position, orientation, or illumination); such points are called key-
points. Common methods for feature detection are Harris Corner, Shi-
Tomasi Corner, FAST and SIFT.

• Harris Corner Harris Corner detector [25] is one of the classic ap-
proaches for feature detection. It is based on Moravek’s corner detec-
tor as described in [18]. This method detects changes in image inten-
sity, it defines corners and edges in an image based on image intensity
variation between adjacent regions (SSD approximation) as described
in [20].

• Shi-Tomasi Corner Another classic approach for features detection
is the Shi-Tomasi Corner detector or Good Features to Track (GFtT)
as described in [26], [27]. The GFtT method is based on Harris Cor-
ner with a modification in the scoring function; it uses the minimum
eigenvalue of each 2x2 gradient matrix to detect “good features” as
discussed in [28].

• Features From Accelerated Segment Test (FAST) Features From
Accelerated Segment Test (FAST) is another detector with better com-
putational efficiency than the Harris Corner or GFtT. It was first de-
scribed in [29]. A summary of FAST method can be found in [20]. The
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FAST method checks the brightness values of 16 pixels around a cen-
tre pixel and, based on similarities between pixels and pixel centre,
decides if the region is uniform, an edge or a corner. FAST can be used
for real-time application; however, it is also mentioned in [29] that the
FAST method is sensitive to noise and depends on a threshold.

• Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) The Scale Invariant Fea-
ture Transform (SIFT) [30] feature descriptor uses a robust feature de-
tector in its algorithm to detect blobs. It is based on the difference
of Gaussian technique using the image at different scales and blurred
with different Gaussian kernels. This technique increases visibility of
edges, corners, and blob-like image structures. Since edges are prob-
lematic (any point on the edge can be taken as a key point), edge sup-
pression can be achieved using the Hessian of the system. The SIFT
method is very popular because it is invariant to rotation, translation,
scale, illumination, and viewpoint; however, it is computationally ex-
pensive to use. Details about the SIFT method can be found in [20],
[31]. Using this method, locally distinctive points are obtained, the
next step is to describe each of these points.

Feature Descriptors The next step is to describe each of these key
points and their neighbourhood. Description is very important to get
as much information as possible for the matching step. Common de-
scriptors include SIFT, SURF, KLT, BRIEF, ORB, Brisk and FREAK de-
scriptors.

• Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) Scale Invariant Feature
Transform (SIFT) [30] is the standard approach for feature description.
The SIFT algorithm first extracts features as described previously, such
features are invariant to translation, rotation, scale and partially invari-
ant to illumination and 3D projection as described in [31]. It is partic-
ularly efficient because four elements are associated to each key point:
feature descriptor (128-dimension vector), location of the key point,
scale (Gaussian pyramid level location of the key point), and orienta-
tion (dominant orientation of the gradient at the key point). The main
drawback of theSIFT descriptor is its computation time.
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• Speeded Up Robust Features (SURF) Speeded Up Robust Fea-
tures (SURF) [32] is a blob detector and descriptor inspired by the
SIFT algorithm. According to [20], the main difference between SIFT
and SURF is the method for approximating the Laplacian of Gaussian,
the SURF algorithm uses box filters and SIFT uses DoG approxima-
tion. The SURF assigns a dominant orientation parameter for each key
point based on summed-up wavelet responses in horizontal and ver-
tical directions. The Upright-SURF (U-SURF) version of the algorithm
does not compute the orientation parameter for an improved speed
of the algorithm. Details about the theory of the SURF algorithm can
be found in [33]. SURF outperforms SIFT in terms of speed; however,
SIFT is slightly better than SURF in term of robustness.

• Binary Robust Independent Elementary Features (BRIEF) Binary
Robust Independent Elementary Features (BRIEF) is a feature descrip-
tor introduced in [34]. BRIEF uses binary strings instead of vectors of
floating point numbers (like in SIFT) for building the descriptor. Ac-
cording to [33], these binary strings can the used for feature matching
using the Hamming distance, which provides a better speed up for
computing the matching step. The detailed algorithm for BRIEF is
presented in [34], [35]. A test of difference in pixel intensities is per-
formed between n pairs of randomly selected positions (Gaussian dis-
tribution) in a patch around the key point. These n tests are converted
to the binary descriptor form. The BRIEF method is a pioneer for bi-
nary descriptors. However, it also has disadvantages since it cannot
deal with rotation and scale changes.

• Oriented FAST and Rotated BRIEF (ORB) Oriented FAST and Ro-
tated BRIEF (ORB) is a binary descriptor first described in [36] which
corrects the disadvantages of the BRIEF method for rotation and scale
invariance. According to [35], the ORB method uses an improved
FAST detector. It uses the Harris corners measure to rank the detected
FAST corners to find the n best ones (desired number of features). For
dealing with the scale invariance problem, a sparse scale pyramid is
used, and filtered Harris corner detection is performed for each level
(a similar technique is used for SIFT). Rotation invariance is obtained
by computing the orientation based on the intensity centroid, mathe-
matical details of this method are discussed in [35], [36]. The next step
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in the algorithm is to compute the BRIEF descriptor for each key point
detected. However, in the ORB algorithm, tests are not performed ran-
domly as in the BRIEF basic implementation; a selection test is first
performed to learn good binary features. A search is performed for
all binary tests possible to find the ones with variance higher than 0.5,
mathematical details of this method are discussed in [35], [36]. The
ORB descriptor is composed of the BRIEF descriptor information for
each key point, together with the scale and orientation information.

• Binary Robust and Invariant Scalable Key points (BRISK) Binary
Robust and Invariant Scalable Key points(BRISK) is a feature descrip-
tor presented in [37]. Similarly to ORB, it uses a pyramid scale for
extracting scale invariant features. The method is described in detail
in [35], it is a compromise between the ORB very fast sparse pyra-
mid technique and the SIFT fine separated levels but slow pyramid.
Detection for stable key points across scales is made using the FAST
algorithm; each feature is associated to a FAST score corresponding to
the maximum threshold under which the point can be detected. For
each candidate, non-maximum suppression is made by comparing its
FAST score to neighbouring candidates. This results in a careful se-
lection of scale invariant key points. Orientation assignment is also
computed for rotation invariance, mathematical details are discussed
in [35], [37]. Remaining key points are filtered as described in[35], [37];
After this process, only 512-point pairs remain, resulting in a bit string
of length 512 BRISK descriptor. Similarly to BRIEF, matching between
BRISK descriptors only requires computation of their Hamming dis-
tance; the number of different bits is a measure of their dissimilarity.

• Fast Retina Key point (FREAK) Fast Retina Key point (FREAK)[38]
is a key point descriptor designed for embedded systems like smart-
phones. According to [35], the FREAK descriptor differs from other
methods (BRIEF, BRISK, ORB) because it has no key point detector;
it extracts and compares binary descriptors for given key points. The
FREAK binary descriptor construction is identical to BRISK; however,
the difference lies in the sampling strategy of the key points. FREAK
samples points more densely near the key point. It also uses a similar
algorithm for point pair selection as ORB. The orientation strategy of
FREAK is based on a selection of relevant point pairs based on sym-
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metry of these pairs to the centre of key points. The FREAK descriptor
is a so called coarse-to-fine descriptor, it uses a total of 512 bits divided
in four parts of 128 bits according to the orders they are selected in
the algorithm. Once in the matching step, a first comparison of feature
descriptors is made using only the first 128 bits; [35] claims that this
fast “first search” can reject up to 90% of candidates. This cascade of
comparison can speed up execution of the matching algorithm quite
drastically.

Feature matching

Feature matching is the process of associating features in an image
to features in another. According to [24], the steps of feature match-
ing are (i) define a distance function to compare two descriptors, (ii)
for all features in image 1, find the corresponding feature in image 2
with minimum distance. The basic measure for distance is the sum of
square differences (SSD) using the intensity of a patch around the fea-
ture point as discussed in [20], [21]. The SSD value is then compared to
a threshold for accepting the match; since this method does not discard
ambiguous matches, outlier rejection might be necessary. Another dis-
tance function called the Normalized Cross Correlation (NCC) is pre-
sented in the same papers; it can also be used to compare pixel intensi-
ties. A ratio of the SSD method is presented in [24], the SSD distance is
computed between the feature in image 1 and the best two matches of
features in image 2; a bad match will have a ratio close to 1, and good
matches will have a low ratio.

Key point matching

• Kanade-Lucas-Tomasi Feature Tracker (KLT) The Kanade-Lucas-
Tomasi Feature Tracker (KLT) is a feature tracking algorithm first de-
fined in [26]. According to [28], good features are extracted using the
Shi-Tomasi corner method as described in 2.3.2. These features are
then tracked using a Newton-Raphson method for minimizing the dif-
ference between past and current frames. This method does not com-
pute a descriptor of the extracted features, it uses intensity levels of
the raw image for the matching.
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Outlier removal using RANSAC

The matching step is critical to find correspondence between features
on consecutive images. According to [31], in theory, matching between
features based on the smallest change in descriptor value should work.
But in practice there are wrong correspondences between images. Such
wrong correspondences can occur in environments with multiple oc-
currences of a similar pattern (many similar windows on a building for
example). Therefore, the next critical step is outlier removal. The stan-
dard approach for this task is the Random Sample Consensus (RANSAC)
introduced in [39]. (i) Data points are sampled from the original model,
here from the matching step model. (ii) New model parameters are
generated from these sampled points. (iii) The new model is given a
score based on the number of inliers within a pre-set threshold value.
Steps (i) to (iii) are repeated for a certain number of trials and the best
computed model corresponding to the highest number of inliers is
kept achieving outlier removal. The number of iterations necessary
for efficient outlier removal depends on the outlier/data points ratio
and complexity of the original model.

Estimate the motion between frames

Motion estimation can be determined using feature correspondences
between images. Paper [20] presents an overview of motion estima-
tion for VO application. For the 3D to 3D technique, motion is esti-
mated by triangulating 3D feature points observed in a sequence of
images. The homography matrix between the images is estimated us-
ing 3D Euclidean distance minimization between the corresponding
3D points. The homography matrix is the 3x3 transformation matrix
that maps points from an image to corresponding points in another.
The 3D to 2D technique uses a similar method as before but trans-
formation is estimated using 2D re-projection error minimization. A
minimum number of points is necessary for containing the transfor-
mation. It depends on the system’s degree of freedom (DoF) and type
of modelling. Using more points for constraining the transformation
will result in a better accuracy at the expense of more computation.
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Examples of feature-based Visual Odometry methods

In recent years, many feature-based VO methods have been proposed
for land, air, and underwater autonomous systems. Paper [23] presents
a VO solution based on SIFT feature extraction/description using a
monocular down-facing camera tracking features on different materi-
als (steel, aluminium, concrete). The VO solution in [40] is based on
KLT feature tracking; an IMU sensor is used to correct the accumu-
lated drift of the VO. Recent paper [41] also presents a VO solution
based on a KLT tracker; authors claim that their model can recover
from many types of camera optics. In [42] a SLAM method has been
developed based on the ORB feature descriptor. For the case of un-
derwater VO, the implementation of paper [43] relies on SIFT feature
extraction/description; obtained key points are also used for building
an online key point map for localization tasks. Paper [44] describes a
Visual SLAM solution for ship hull inspection in which VO is based
on a combination of Harris corner and SIFT detector. Recent paper
[45] uses a “highly reliable data” keyframe selection; key points are
selected using a SIFT-like solution to obtain “highly repeatable” cor-
ner key points. Lastly, VO based on KTL features is introduced in [46].
In this paper, a down-facing camera is mounted under an AUV, IMU
and depth sensors are also used to correct the drift in odometry; all
the implementation runs on a raspberry Pi 2 embedded system with
limited computational capabilities.

2.3.3 Dense methods

Dense methods for VO rely on pixel intensities, extracting more infor-
mation than feature-based methods since they use all pixels in an im-
age. According to [47], such methods give more accurate estimation; it
is mentioned that dense methods can perform well in texture-less en-
vironments. In [48], it is also mentioned that direct methods have the
property to estimate global motion in the presence of outliers; using
the coarse-to-fine refinement process described in 2.3.3, locking of the
dominant motion in the video can be achieved. However, dense meth-
ods are more computationally expensive than feature-based methods.
Changes in brightness is another issue discussed in 2.3.3. This section
discusses basic theory and relevant existing dense methods for VO.
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Basic principles of dense methods

Direct methods are defined in [48] as “methods for motion estimation
[...] which recover the unknown parameters directly from measurable
image quantities at each pixel in the image”. It is explained in [49]
that direct methods find the motion that minimizes photometric dif-
ferences (image brightness, brightness-based cross-correlation as men-
tioned in [48]) without knowing pixel correspondences; the matching
step simultaneously happens when solving motion. [49] provides a
summary of the steps of direct methods: (i) try an initial camera mo-
tion and find each pixel’s projection in the next frame, (ii) compare
the intensity of the projected pixel in the next frame with a pixel in
the current frame, and (iii) iteratively adjust camera’s motion to lower
the photometric difference (here pixel intensity). Optical Flow (OF)
defines the patterns of moving objects, the patterns are computed by
checking, for all pixels, how much a pixel has moved in a sequence of
images as described in [20].

The brightness constraint Dense methods rely on the “Intensity co-
herence” assumption as described in [20]. This assumption states that
the brightness of a point projected on two consecutive images is con-
stant or nearly constant. This assumption leads to a constraint on pixel
displacement named “brightness constancy constraint” or “Optical Flow
constraint”. However, the displacement of each pixel between consec-
utive images depends on the optical flow components on both on x
and y; therefore, a second constraint is necessary to determine the dis-
placement of a pixel. The second constraint is provided by a 2D or
3D “motion model” which describes the variation of motion all over the
image. Details about the brightness constraint can be found in [20],
[48].

2D and 3D global motion models Early attempts of model for the
second constraint is presented in [50]. [48] presents a 2D motion model
called “affine motion model” which defines the displacement of every
pixels in a region (up to the entire image) between consecutive images.
When combined to the brightness constraint, the equation system only
requires six independent constraints from six pixels to find the param-
eters to estimate the 2D global motion in the image. In practice, the
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constraints of all pixels in the region of analysis are used to minimize
the error in brightness. Pixels located on edges and corners have a
better contribution to the constraint of the parameters due to high val-
ues of the gradient for such pixels. This explains why dense methods
can “learn from features” only relying on pixel intensities. However,
this requires sufficient image gradient in different parts of the image.
Another model is needed for 3D motion estimation. Same paper de-
scribes such model composed of a set of global parameters represent-
ing the camera’s motion, and a set of local parameters to represent the
shapes. Mathematical details can be found in [48]. It is mentioned in
[20] that, assuming the depth parameter is known, only three points
are required to constrain the six remaining parameters.

Coarse-to-Fine iterative estimation Process described in 2.3.3 relies
on the linearization of the brightness function as described in [48], this
approximation holds for small pixel displacement. To deal with more
complex motion, a system of pyramid of different resolutions of the
same image is presented in [48]. The motion is small for the small
resolution image; motion in the full-scale image is bigger. The global
motion parameters are used to wrap the images toward each other.
The process is iterated a few times, then propagated to the finer pyra-
mid layer. The process is repeated for the current pyramid level until
reaching the full-scale image to obtain the final motion parameters.

Changes in Brightness Direct methods rely on a relative constancy
in pixels’ brightness; however, [48] presents techniques to deal with
such issues. The first approach presented is to re-normalize the im-
age intensities, it is recommended to remove the changes in mean and
contrast to tackle the changes in brightness. The second recommended
approach is to use another measure than brightness to minimize the
photometric difference, the authors recommend using the “normalized-
correlation surfaces”.

List of dense methods

A review of relevant dense method for visual odometry can be found
is this section. Modern methods (Semi-Dense VO, SVO or DSO) are
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semi-dense implementations resulting in superior computation per-
formances as discussed in [47].

• Parallel Tracking and Mapping (PTAM) The PTAM method [51]
is a monocular SLAM method that can estimate the position of a cam-
era in a 3D environment. In this method, the position of the camera is
tracked by triangulation when passing by a previously visited scene.
Tracking is possible because the algorithm maintains a map of the en-
vironment simultaneously as discussed in [52]. However, this method
is limited to small static spaces and requires sufficient textures in the
environment.

• Dense Tracking and Mapping in Real-Time (DTAM) The DTAM
dense method was first introduced in [53]. In this method, a dense
3D model of the environment is created and used for camera track-
ing. The model is composed of depth maps built using bundles of
frames for multi-view 3D reconstruction. The camera pose is tracked
using the current whole image aligned to the dense 3D model. Ac-
cording to the authors, this implementation is quite robust to occlusion
and multi-scale issues. Robustness of the DTAM method for blur, low
texture environments and high frequency texture is acknowledged in
[42]. However, this method is sensitive to brightness changes; it is also
very computationally heavy and requires a strong GPU implementa-
tion for real-time use. Details of the method are discussed in [53].

• Pyramidal Lucas-Kanade (PLK) Dense method for VO discussed
in [54] calculates the OF using the PLK algorithm. Translation and
rotation of the camera are computed from the OF. Lukas-Kanade is a
differential optical flow technique that uses spatial intensity gradient
information to direct the search for the position with the best match.
Mathematical details can be found in [55]. Lukas-Kanade technique is
the base of the PLK algorithm which is a tracking algorithm, details
about PLK can be found in [56]. Authors of [54] justify their choice
of PLK algorithm for its ability to handle large pixel motion. Camera
odometry is estimated using the image’s Jacobian matrix with least
square optimization method. In this implementation, the camera vec-
tor is considered with 3 DoF.
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• Large-Scale Direct Monocular SLAM (LSD-SLAM) LSD-SLAM is
a dense method monocular SLAM algorithm first described in [57].
This method maintains and tracks a global map of the environment;
the map is composed of a pose-graph of keyframes with associated
semi-dense depth-maps. The authors claim that their method run on
real-time CPU, and that it can deal with changes in scale and changes
in rotation. Details about the LSD-SLAM can be found in [57].

• Semi-Dense Visual Odometry The method described in [58] claims
to achieve tracking performance of dense methods while running real-
time on a CPU. The method is based on the estimation of a semi-dense
inverse depth map for the current frame. Basically, the depth is only
estimated for pixels with sufficient image gradient. This information is
then used to track the motion of the camera using dense image align-
ment. Details of the method can be found in [58].

• Fast Semi-Direct Monocular Visual Odometry (SVO) SVO is a
semi-dense method for VO first presented in [59]. The algorithm uses
feature-correspondence, which is the result of a direct motion esti-
mation in that case. Features are only extracted for keyframes. The
method also uses hundreds of small patches to increase robustness.
Motion estimation is achieved using a sparse model-based image align-
ment algorithm. Authors claims that this method can run at 55 fps
on embedded systems while providing robustness in scenes with little
features. All details about SVO can be found in [59].

• Direct Sparse Odometry (DSO) DSO is a recent semi-dense method
for VO presented in [60]. The method uses the classical direct proba-
bilistic model, which is to minimize a photometric error. However, it
does not use prior smoothness like in other dense methods; instead,
pixels are sampled evenly throughout the image. The method targets
pixels in regions with sufficient gradient. Details for DSO can be found
in [60].
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Examples of hybrid sparse/dense methods

Recent VO methods have been developed which uses both feature-
based and dense methods elements in their algorithm. The VO method
described in [61] uses a feature-based matching from LIBVISO2 with
a semi-dense direct image alignment using LSD-SLAM. The hybrid
VO method in [62] uses a binary feature descriptor in a direct tracking
framework.

2.3.4 Learning based methods for Visual Odometry

In recent years, Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) [63] have been
successfully used for many Computer Vision applications; according
to [64], such applications include object detection and classification,
image segmentation and Visual Odometry. According to [64] and [65],
it has been shown that deep networks are very efficient for extract-
ing abstract features from images. Early attempts to use learning-
based methods for enhancing image feature descriptors can be found
in [66]. Commonly accepted origin of deep learning-based VO is the
work by Konda and Memisevic [67]. Their method uses stereo cam-
era and CNNs for estimating changes in direction and velocity. Paper
[65] investigated CNNs for feature detection and VO applications; the
authors concluded that CNNs gave promising results for such tasks.
Another application of CNNs is discussed in recent paper [68] where
deep networks are used to compute relative pose between cameras.
The field of deep learning for computer vision is very active and new
methods appear regularly. Most methods presented in this section
have been developed in the past few years.

• Feature Point Descriptors using CNNs Method in [69] uses CNNs
to compute image feature descriptors. The authors claim that the gen-
erated descriptor shows similar invariance properties to SIFT. The main
drawback of this method is that it requires a GPU for real-time com-
putation.

• DeepVO The learning-based DeepVO method described in [64]
uses a CNN to extract high level features from images. The DeepVO
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network is based on the AlexNet [70] network which won the Ima-
geNet LSVRC-2010 image classification contest. Consecutive images
are connected to the network with the objective to regress the target
labels representing translation motion. The authors claim that their
method can learn the camera intrinsic parameters and scale in real
time, even in the case of monocular vision, which cannot be done using
geometric methods; they also claim that DeepVO can learn features
similar to FAST features.

• VONet + LocNet The localization method presented in [71] is based
on two CNNs. The VONet is the “metric” network; it is used to esti-
mate the VO in monocular vision. The LocNet is the “topological”
block, it is used for visual place recognition. Results from both net-
works are merged together to produce the “corrected” topometric pose
estimate. The authors claim that their method reduces localization er-
ror by a factor of 10 times compared to traditional vision-based local-
ization methods.

• LS-VO LS-VO [72] is a deep network architecture for VO estima-
tion. This method learns the OF latent space and estimates VO through
a CNN. The authors justify this approach because the OF field distri-
bution is likely to be different between training and test due to dif-
ference in scene depth and the motion of the camera. Essentially, un-
derlying structures of the lower dimensional OF manifold are studied,
which would make VO estimation more robust to OF fields.

• UnDeepVO The method presented in [73] uses deep learning to
estimate the 6 DoF position of a monocular camera (pose estimator)
and depth in the environment (depth estimator). This approach uses
stereo images for training of the networks. Stereo images are used for
learning scale information. The networks are trained in an unsuper-
vised manner using losses based on geometric constrains. The authors
claim that their method can recover absolute scale and achieve great
performances in monocular vision.

• DeepVO Recurrent CNN The same team as in [73] developed a
monocular VO solution based on recurrent CNN presented in [47].
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Features representation are learned through CNNs, sequential dynam-
ics are learned through the Recurrent CNNs. Authors claim that their
method can recover from scale and does not require camera calibra-
tion. However, they also state that this method cannot replace geometry-
based VO methods in its current form.

• Flowdometry The method described in [74] uses OF images as in-
put to a CNN network to estimate rotation and displacement for each
pixel. The authors claim that their method is one of the fastest deep
learning-based VO algorithms up-to-date.

• Depth and Motion Network for Learning Monocular Stereo (De-
MoN) The DeMoN network presented in [75] is used to estimate
depth and motion from successive unconstrained images. The au-
thors claim that their method can generalize new types of scenes by
exploiting motion parallax. However, the current method cannot han-
dle cameras with different intrinsic parameters.

2.3.5 Bundle Adjustment

Bundle Adjustment (BA) refers to the problem of refining geometric
parameters in computer vision. Such parameters are the combined 3D
features coordinates, camera poses and calibrations. BA is performed
to find the mathematical model that most accurately predicts points
detected in a set of images. This is done by minimizing some cost func-
tion that quantifies the model fitting error. In the same topic, motion-
only BA or pose-graph optimization refers to BA without optimizing
for 3D points. BA is extensively discussed in [76].

2.3.6 Visual Odometry using special types of camera

Most VO methods rely on fixed conventional cameras. These cameras
record information about light intensity. Other types of cameras exist
which can provide extra information in terms of depth estimation or
even rotate on themselves. Dedicated VO methods have been devel-
oped for such cameras.
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Light Field cameras

Light Field (LF) or plenoptic cameras can record information about
light intensity as well as direction of light rays. These properties make
LF efficient for depth estimation tasks. Paper [77] presents dense meth-
ods for feature tracking VO using LF cameras. The authors claim that
their approach using a three-camera array gives good result in an un-
derwater simulated environment.

Omnidirectional cameras

Omnidirectional cameras can capture information at 360◦. This is made
to the detriment of camera resolution. Example of omnidirectional
VO methods for a mars rover application can be found in paper [78].
Methods discussed include (i) robust optical flow tracked between
pair of images, and (ii) SLAM solution using an Extended Kalman Fil-
ter (EKF) for odometry estimation and 3D location of visual features
from the environment.

RGB-D cameras

RGB-D cameras combine information from image (RGB) with 3D depth
information (D). According to [3] such cameras used to be quite ex-
pensive until 2010 and the release of Kinect camera for Xbox 360 game
console. Significant price cut for such sensor made it accessible for
robotics application. It gives 3D point cloud information making it
possible to estimate the scale of the RGB image. There exist a few
VO methods for RGB-D cameras some of which are presented in [79],
[80]. The method presented in [81] uses pre-processing Gaussian pyra-
mid of grey scale pictures followed by FAST features extraction and
description. After feature extraction, the matching between consecu-
tive frames is made between features with lowest sum-of-absolute dif-
ferences (SAD). Different approaches of this method are investigated
to find the best; parameters investigated include: Gaussian pyramid
levels, inlier detection method, and re-projection error minimization
method.
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2.3.7 Discussion about Visual Odometry

According to [20], the main advantage of VO methods over odometry
methods using laser or IMU is the cost of the camera. Lasers and IMUs
are quite costly sensors. The authors also claim that the accumulated
error due to drift in VO gives better results than with wheel odome-
try methods; methods have been developed to reduce drift using extra
information from IMU sensors as discussed in [40]. [82] cites other
advantages of cameras: light-weight, long-range capabilities, high res-
olution, low power requirement, and usefulness to provide motion es-
timation. Cameras are excellent sensors for embedded systems like
unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) for which parameters like weight and
power consumption are important to consider. A VO based navigation
can also be safer for navigation since GPS signal is not always avail-
able, especially in indoor environments. However, Visual Odometry
also has drawbacks. Computation time can be quite long depending
on the VO technique used, robustness and drift should also be taken
in consideration. Recent paper [83] discusses VO in complex envi-
ronments. In urban scenes, many factors can influence the accuracy
of VO: many objects, speed of the vehicle, changes in illumination to
name a few. Special cases regarding the use of cameras in underwater
applications are discussed in next section 2.3.8.

2.3.8 Discussion about Underwater Visual Odometry

Classical methods for computing odometry underwater were based
on sonar technologies as discussed in 2.2.5. According to [82], such
technologies are costly, heavy, use a lot of space, and have quite high-
power consumption; it is also mentioned in [84] that sonar-based tech-
nologies do not perform well in enclosed environments, which can be
problematic while exploring reefs, caves, or wrecks. Arguments such
as price, compactness and high-resolution make cameras very use-
ful tools for underwater exploration and inspection. Since most AUV
carry their own light source, underwater video can be used if the AUV
is located close to objects or the ocean’s bottom. Another advantage of
VO solutions is that GPS systems or laser sensors do not perform well
underwater as discussed in [84]. However, using cameras underwa-
ter also involves extra challenges. According to [31], it is difficult to
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find key points on surface with non-distinctive patterns (white walls,
ocean bottom). It is also difficult or impossible for an AUV to compute
VO in open ocean with no features to track, efficient VO requires ob-
jects or ocean’s bottom features to perform efficiently; in open water
case, sonar-based technologies will perform better than VO systems as
mentioned in [84]. In [82], issues regarding underwater illumination
are discussed; the attenuation of light underwater can make difficult
the use of video, particles in the water might also be an issue. It is also
mentioned that 3D mosaicking is difficult to achieve underwater for
complex structures like coral reefs or fabricated structures.

2.3.9 Examples of AUV

Autonomous Underwater Vehicles (AUV) and Remotely Operated un-
derwater Vehicles(ROV) systems have become increasingly popular in
recent years. Such systems can be used for many different tasks: ex-
ploration, sea mapping, research of objects, inspection of pipes/cables
and archaeology to name a few. AUVs and ROVs are also very use-
ful for safety reasons. Technical divers usually cannot dive deeper
than about 100 meters and require very specific equipment and pro-
tocols for decompression as mentioned in [85]; for such case, AUVs or
ROVs can be used for longer periods and perform complex tasks using
special equipment. Recent application for underwater mapping using
multiple AUVs and Unmanned Surface Vehicles (USV)s is discussed
in [86]. The same research ship “Seabed Constructor” and her fleet of
AUVs has recently been hired by Malaysian government to find the
plane wreck of Malaysian Airlines MH370 flight which disappeared
in March 2014, corresponding newspaper article can be found in [87].
Examples of ROVs/AUVs for archaeology can be found in [88], [89].
Another application of AUVs/ROVs for Hydroelectric Dam inspec-
tion can be found in [90].
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Datasets

This chapter introduces relevant datasets for the testing/evaluation
part of this project.

3.1 Underwater caves sonar and vision
dataset

The underwater caves sonar and vision dataset1 is a set of information
collected by an AUV during a cave exploration and mapping test; fig-
ure 3.1 presents an illustration of the approximated path of the AUV. It
is composed of different sensor information like: images from a down-
facing camera, IMU data from two different IMUs, sonar data, depth
data and ground truth pose estimation. It also provides camera pa-
rameters and an image dataset for camera calibration. Details about
it can be found in [91]. This dataset is interesting for this project be-
cause it covers a variety of challenging conditions for VO as discussed
in 2.3.8. Example of such images are presented in figure 3.2. Figure
3.2a illustrates good features which can be easily extracted by image
processing algorithms using corner or blob detectors. Figure 3.2b illus-
trates challenging water conditions, in this case water particles, which
reduce the efficiency of VO algorithms. Lastly, figure 3.2c is an exam-
ple of sand-bottom with very few features. Calibrated parameters of
the camera are provided in the dataset and can be found in table 3.1.

1http://cirs.udg.edu/caves-dataset/
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Table 3.1: Calibrated camera parameters for the underwater caves
dataset

Resolution (pixels) : 384x288 Focal (mm) : 405.6385
xpp (pixels) : 189.9054 ypp (pixels) : 139.915

Distortion model : plumb bob
k1 : -0.367066 k2 : 0.203002
t1 : 0.003337 t2 : -0.000487

Coordinate system

This dataset uses a downfacing camera. The analysis of the ground
truth pose data shows that the z axis is pointing forward to the cam-
era; moreover, it represents the depth axis of the AUV. We can observe
that the ground truth pose on the z axis is close to constant, represent-
ing a constant depth of the AUV. Analysis of the IMU data for both
IMU sensors show that the gravity is recorded on the linear accelera-
tion z axis of the sensors, which confirms previous observations. The
trajectory represented by this dataset is mostly composed of motion in
the x/y axes frame.

Figure 3.1: Approximate path travelled underwater overlaid on an
aerial image from Google Earth
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(a) “Good” features (b) Challenging water conditions

(c) Sand-bottom with few features

Figure 3.2: Example of images from the dataset

3.2 House dataset

This dataset has been collected by the Swedish Maritime Robotics Cen-
tre (SMaRC), in collaboration with KTH’s Robotics, Perception, and
Learning (RPL) lab, during a test at sea on September 29th, 2017. It
is composed of images collected by two GoPro Hero4 Black cameras
located at the front and underneath a research/inspection ROV. The
mission consisted of a visual inspection of a sunken ship. Examples
of images from the dataset can be found in figure 3.3 and figure 3.4.
This dataset is particularly interesting because of the good image reso-
lution (4000x3000 pixels) and because of the many features present in
the environment. Examples of such features include the corals on the
hull, as shown in figure 3.4a, or holes in the hull as shown in figure
3.4b. Information about the dataset is presented in table 3.2.
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Figure 3.3: Sample image from our house dataset taken using the
AUV’s front camera

(a) Image of the ship’s wreck (b) Image of a hole in the ship’s
wreck

Figure 3.4: Example of images from our house dataset taken using the
AUV’s bottom camera

Calibration

Accurate camera calibration parameters are essential for good perfor-
mance of VO algorithms. No calibration information on either camera
of our dataset was provided. Camera’s intrinsic parameters were es-
timated using available images and the camera calibration toolbox for
Matlab2. The image sequence used comes from DownwardFacing/-

2http://www.vision.caltech.edu/bouguetj/calib_doc/

http://www.vision.caltech.edu/bouguetj/calib_doc/
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Table 3.2: Subsets references for our house dataset

Dataset Reference Folder Reference Start Image End Image
Downward camera set 1 101GOPRO G0011660.JPG G0012182.JPG
Downward camera set 2 102GOPRO G0012183.JPG G0013181.JPG
Downward camera set 3 103GOPRO G0013182.JPG G0014180.JPG
Downward camera set 4 105GOPRO G0015180.JPG G0015420.JPG

Forward camera set 1 101GOPRO G0029466.JPG G0029600.JPG
Forward camera set 2 104GOPRO G0031000.JPG G0031060.JPG
Forward camera set 3 105GOPRO G0032706.JPG G0032732.JPG
Forward camera set 4 104GOPRO G0031000.JPG G0031189.JPG

GOPRO100/dataset from image G0010186 to G00218. We can observe
“duckboards” on the floor on all images from this sequence. these ob-
jects have similar properties to calibration chessboard patterns; they
are squares and can be further divided into 9 smaller squares. The size
of each board was estimated to 900x900 mm based on industry’s stan-
dard size for such product3. For each picture, one of the four boards
were selected for corner extraction to observe the same object from dif-
ferent perspectives for better calibration. Example of images from the
calibration can be found in figures 3.5a and 3.5b. Resulting estimated
parameters can be found in table 3.3. Calibration on equivalent im-
ages from the forward camera failed probably due to water drops on
the lens on all the images.

(a) Image G0010186 (b) Image G0010214

Figure 3.5: Example of corner extraction on images used for camera
calibration

3Example of a standard “duckboard” can be found at https://www.abisco.
fr/Dalles-anti-fatigue-milieu-sec-humide-550-Cushion-Ease-p-
120069

https://www.abisco.fr/Dalles-anti-fatigue-milieu-sec-humide-550-Cushion-Ease-p-120069
https://www.abisco.fr/Dalles-anti-fatigue-milieu-sec-humide-550-Cushion-Ease-p-120069
https://www.abisco.fr/Dalles-anti-fatigue-milieu-sec-humide-550-Cushion-Ease-p-120069
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Table 3.3: Estimated calibration parameters for our house dataset

Estimated focal distance Fx (pixels) 845.7595 Estimated focal distance Fy (pixels) 840.7025
Estimated xpp/Cx (pixels) 1897.1622 Estimated ypp/Cy (pixels) 1422.0960

Estimated k1 0.00243 Estimated k2 -0.00057
Estimated p1 -0.00069 Estimated p2 -0.00186
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Summary of the literature review

A wide variety of methods for VO have been identified during the
literature review in chapter 2. The most promising ones are discussed
in this chapter. Each method is evaluated to determine whether it is
appropriate for practical implementation.

4.1 Visual Odometry methods considered for
practical implementation

4.1.1 Feature-based methods

• Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) based Visual Odometry
Basic solution for VO uses the SIFT algorithm for image extraction
and description as discussed in 2.3.2. Example of such method can
be found in [23], [43]. Robustness of SIFT-based VO to scale and il-
lumination are interesting to investigate in UW scenarios. The down-
facing SIFT VO solution in [23] gave good results for tracking features
on different material surfaces including materials with few features;
therefore, it would be interesting to investigate SIFT performances for
feature detection of ocean bottom. Code for VO pipeline including BA
are made available online 1. OpenCV library also includes code for

1https://github.com/snmnmin12/VisualOdometry
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several features descriptors like SIFT, SURF or ORB 2.

• ORB-SLAM based VO ORB-SLAM is a SLAM algorithm presented
in [42] based on ORB feature descriptor discussed in 2.3.2. ORB fea-
ture descriptor is much faster to compute than other descriptors (SIFT,
SURF) making it interesting to test for our project. Also, according to
the authors, ORB feature detector/descriptor is quite good for place
recognition. The code for ORB-SLAM is available online3.

4.1.2 Dense methods

• Fast Semi-Direct Monocular Visual Odometry (SVO) The SVO
semi-dense method discussed in 2.3.3 presents interesting characteris-
tics to investigate for UW VO. According to [59], SVO method can run
at 55fps on embedded systems which is critical for this project due to
limitation in computational power in the system. Authors also claim
that this method is robust to scenes with little features which corre-
sponds to similar environments as sea bottoms. Lastly, the source code
was made available by SVO’s creators 45.

• Direct Sparse Odometry (DSO) The DSO semi-dense VO method
discussed in 2.3.3. According to [60], the DSO method has similar per-
formances in terms of accuracy and robustness to the SVO and ORB-
SLAM methods which are other VO methods investigated in this the-
sis. DSO source code was also made available by authors67.

4.1.3 Hybrid methods

• Shi Tomasi detector + Pyramidal Lucas-Kanade (PLK) based VO
The VO method presented in [46] uses a mix of Shi-Tomasi corner
(2.3.2) and Pyramidal Lucas-Kanade (PLK)(2.3.3) methods for VO. This

2https://docs.opencv.org/3.1.0/d5/d3c/classcv_1_
1xfeatures2d_1_1SIFT.html

3https://github.com/raulmur/ORB_SLAM2
4https://github.com/uzh-rpg/rpg_svo
5https://github.com/uzh-rpg/rpg_svo_example
6https://vision.in.tum.de/research/vslam/dso?redirect=1
7https://github.com/JakobEngel/dso

https://docs.opencv.org/3.1.0/d5/d3c/classcv_1_1xfeatures2d_1_1SIFT.html
https://docs.opencv.org/3.1.0/d5/d3c/classcv_1_1xfeatures2d_1_1SIFT.html
https://github.com/raulmur/ORB_SLAM2
https://github.com/uzh-rpg/rpg_svo
https://github.com/uzh-rpg/rpg_svo_example
https://vision.in.tum.de/research/vslam/dso?redirect=1
https://github.com/JakobEngel/dso
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method is interesting because it runs on an embedded system with
very limited resources. Authors of [46] also claim that their method
gave good results for computing UW VO using a camera facing ocean’s
sand bottom. Lastly, their implementation is based on OpenCV code.

4.1.4 Learning-based methods

• LS-VO LS-VO is a deep learning-based VO method presented in
[72] and discussed in 2.3.4. This method is interesting because, accord-
ing to the authors, it shows OF feature robustness to non-ideal condi-
tions due to its latent space learning method. Moreover, the original
code is available online 8.

• DeMoN DeMoN is deep-learning method for VO presented in [75]
and discussed in 2.3.4. Authors claim that their method learn param-
eters like: depth, motion, but also surface normal, OF between images
and matching confidence resulting in more robust and accurate mo-
tion estimation; it would therefore be interesting to investigate how
the method behaves UW with difficult environment for depth estima-
tion and few features. Moreover, the code is available online9.

4.2 Visual Odometry methods rejected for
practical implementation

4.2.1 Feature-based methods

• Harris Corner + SIFT SLAM The visual SLAM method presented
in [44] is based on a mixture of Harris Corner and SIFT detector for
object detection/classification. This implementation was rejected be-
cause its accuracy could not be investigated in [44] due to a lack of
ground truth during the experiments.

8https://github.com/isarlab-department-engineering/LSVO
9https://github.com/lmb-freiburg/demon

https://github.com/isarlab-department-engineering/LSVO
https://github.com/lmb-freiburg/demon
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• KLT single feature tracking Method presented in [41] is based on
feature tracking using KLT discussed in 2.3.2. This implementation
was rejected because it is still under development and the code was
not published by authors.

4.2.2 Dense methods

• Dense Tracking and Mapping in Real-Time (DTAM) DTAM is a
dense method discussed in 2.3.3. This method was rejected because
of the limited computational power available on the AUV. According
to [53], DTAM requires systems with GPUs and heavy computational
power for real time use. This method is also sensitive to brightness
changes which makes it difficult to use underwater.

• Large-Scale Direct Monocular SLAM (LSD-SLAM) LSD-SLAM is
a dense VO method discussed in 2.3.3. This method was rejected dur-
ing a project meeting based on the low FPS rate of the AUV’s camera.
Available recorded images from the camera run at about 3 FPS rate;
however, according to KTH’s robotics teacher Patric Jensfelt, LSD-SLAM
cannot perform accurately with such low data FPS rate.

• Semi-Dense Visual Odometry “Semi-Dense VO” is a semi-dense
VO method discussed in 2.3.3. This method was rejected because sig-
nificant improvements were made by its authors since it got published
in 2013, resulting in the DSO method.

4.2.3 Learning-based methods

Training networks can take a long time (up to weeks), that is why
most VO methods in this section were rejected because the code or
pre-trained networks were not available online.

• Recurrent DeepVO and UndeepVO Networks presented in [47],
[73] were developed by the same team, they are discussed in 2.3.4.
Both were rejected because the code was not available online nor pre-
trained networks.
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• DeepVO Network presented in [64] is discussed in 2.3.4. It was
rejected because the code was not available online nor pre-trained net-
works.

• Flowdometry Network presented in [74] is discussed in 2.3.4. It
was rejected because the code was not available online nor pre-trained
networks.

• VONet Network presented in [71] is discussed in 2.3.4. It was re-
jected because the code was not available online nor pre-trained net-
works.



Chapter 5

FAST + KLT Visual Odometry

This chapter discusses the implementation and test of a FAST + KLT
based VO method 1. The theory behind the method is discussed and
experiments are performed to evaluate the algorithm’s performance.

5.1 Theory

This VO method is based on a modified Kanade-Lucas-Tomasi (KLT)
feature tracker algorithm as discussed in 2.3.2. Its main difference to
the classical KLT is that the features are extracted using the FAST fea-
tures detector instead of the Shi-Tomasi corner detector. FAST detector
is presented in 2.3.2. The original code can be accessed online2. The
code has been modified and adapted to be used with ROS3. Extensive
theory about the method and its c++ implementation can be found on
the author’s blog1. The outline of the algorithm can be summarized as
follows:

1) Capture previous and current images I t, I t+1.

2) Extract features from image I t and track the features to I t+1. Trigger
new detection if the number of features detected fall under a threshold.

1http://avisingh599.github.io/vision/monocular-vo/
2https://github.com/avisingh599/mono-vo
3https://github.com/maximevdkth/UnderWater_VisualOdometry/

tree/master/fast_klt_vo
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3) Use Nister’s 5-point algorithm with RANSAC to compute the es-
sential matrix.

4) Estimate rotation matrix and translation vector R, t from the essen-
tial matrix.

5) Take scale information and concatenate the translation vectors, and
rotation matrices.

6) Recovery strategy if less than six features are detected.

5.1.1 FAST feature detector

As previously mentioned, this method uses FAST feature detector to
extract features from images. Details about it are discussed in 2.3.2.
The implementation in C++ is quite easy since OpenCV library in-
cludes a function to perform FAST detection. FAST threshold is kept
constant to the recommended threshold value = 20.

5.1.2 KLT feature tracking

The next step of the algorithm is to track the FAST corners between
images. This is achieved using a KLT tracker, details about it are dis-
cussed in 2.3.2 The KLT tracker looks for every FAST corner detected
and try to find them in the next image. This step is achieved using
OpenCV’s calcOpticalFlowPyrLK function. The points for which the
tracking has failed are then removed. If too many points are removed,
and the total number of features falls under a certain threshold, a re-
detection of the features is triggered. The threshold chosen here is 14
features.

5.1.3 Compute essential matrix and outlier rejection

The essential matrix is defined as the matrix that solves yT1 Ey2 = 0

with y1, y2 the homogenous normalised image coordinates. Author of
1 mentions two methods for computing the essential matrix. The orig-
inal method presented in [92] uses eight points to solve the matrix. A
more modern method described in [93] only requires five points which
improves the computation time. Motion estimation is discussed in
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2.3.2. Erroneous correspondences between the features are removed
using RANSAC algorithm as discussed in 2.3.2. RANSAC parameters
used for this method are RANSAC probability = 0.999 and RANSAC
threshold = 1.0. Both essential matrix computation and RANSAC out-
lier rejection are achieved using OpenCV’s function findEssentialMat.

5.1.4 Estimate rotation matrices and translation
vectors from the essential matrix

The essential matrix computed previously is used to estimate the ro-
tation matrix and translation vector between the two images. This is
done by using the following relationships, based on the Single Value
decomposition (SVD) of the essential matrix and the constraints of the
rotation matrix:

E = U
∑

V T

[t]x = VW
∑

V T

R = UW−1V T

This operation can be done using the OpenCV’s function recoverPose.
The camera pose Rpos, tpos can then be recovered using the equations:

Rpos = RRpos

tpos = tpos + tRpos

5.1.5 Scale estimation

One major drawback of monocular VO is the difficulty to estimate the
scale parameter as discussed in 2.3.1. Two different techniques of scale
recovery for monocular VO have been investigated. The first tech-
nique uses a provided ground truth and computes an estimated scale.
The second technique uses images from the camera and IMU sensor
information in an EKF to estimate the real pose of the system.
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Ground truth scale recovery

The method discussed in 1 uses a scale recovery strategy based on the
known ground truth of the system. The program essentially returns
the Euclidean distance between the last two poses of the system. The
performance of this method is influenced by the scale threshold pa-
rameter. It represents a minimum scale value necessary to update the
pose of the AUV. If this value is not reached, the algorithm waits for
the next image and starts the same process again. Another condition
introduced is that the translation between images on the z axis shall
be superior to the translation between images on the x/y axes. To the
best of my understanding, this condition is the implementation of the
original algorithm’s heuristic that the dominant motion is forward as
discussed in 1.

Pose correction using an EKF pose estimator and IMU data

This method uses the ROS package robot pose ekf, details about it can
be found on ROS’s wiki internet page4. It uses partial pose measure-
ments coming from different sources: VO, IMU and wheel odome-
try. It uses an EKF which combines all the measurements and returns
an estimated 3D pose of the robot. For this project, only the VO and
IMU information were provided to the pose estimator. The parame-
ters influencing the performance of the method are the covariances on
translation vector and rotation matrix for the VO and the covariance
translation vector for the IMU. These covariances are an indication of
how much trust is put in a source compared to another one.

5.1.6 Recovery strategy

A noticeable contribution of this project to the development of the
FAST KLT VO algorithm is the recovery strategy. It is implemented
in the case when the AUV passes over sand bottoms with very few
features to detect. If too few common features are detected between
the images (<6 features), the essential matrix cannot be computed. In
that case, the latest image fulfilling the minimum number of features
condition is kept in memory, together with its features. This image is

4http://wiki.ros.org/robot_pose_ekf

http://wiki.ros.org/robot_pose_ekf
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then compared to the next image from the camera; hopefully, the num-
ber of features in common between them is superior to the minimum
required and the algorithm can then perform normally. Otherwise,
the latest image fulfilling the condition is compared to the next five
images, one by one. If the number of features in common between this
image and the five images from the camera is not superior to the mini-
mum required, the “latest image” is updated to the latest picture from
the camera together with its features.

5.2 Experiments

Experiments to test the accuracy of the FAST + KLT VO algorithm are
discussed in this section. The main purpose is to compare the two
scale recovery strategies with respect to their performance on the al-
gorithm’s accuracy.

5.2.1 Ground truth scale recovery strategy

The first method investigated for scale recovery is the ground truth
based method discussed in 5.1.5. Different values of scale threshold
are investigated. RANSAC parameters are kept constant as described
in 5.1.3. FAST parameter is kept constant as discussed in 5.1.2. Tests
discussed in this section can be found in annexe A.1. Experiments in
this section are made using the Underwater caves sonar and vision
dataset. Details about it and camera parameters can be found in sec-
tion 3.1. At the start of each test, the initial pose/orientation of the
algorithm is set to the initial pose/orientation provided by the dataset.

Discussion about the ground truth scale recovery strategy

Using the ground truth scale recovery strategy, the FAST + KLT VO al-
gorithm manages to achieve the following performances on the under-
water caves sonar and vision dataset: max number of features detected
= 2592, min computation time = 13 ms, and max computation time =
360 ms. The results of the experiments suggest that this implementa-
tion performs poorly. Most probable reasons for this include: diver-
gence of the algorithm when too few features are detected, divergence
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due to the rare update of the estimated pose, bad image quality and
illumination, low number of features in the environment, and wrong
scale estimate. However, the investigation of the reasons of the poor
performance of the algorithm is outside of the scope of this project.

5.2.2 Pose correction using an EKF pose estimator
and IMU data

The second method investigated for scale recovery is the EKF + IMU
pose estimator method discussed in 5.1.5. Different values of covari-
ances are investigated. RANSAC parameters are kept constant as de-
scribed in 5.1.3. FAST parameter is kept constant as discussed in 5.1.2.

FASTKLT EKF IMU Scale Tests using the underwater caves sonar
and vision dataset

Experiments in this section are made using the Underwater caves sonar
and vision dataset. Details about it and camera parameters can be
found in 3.1. Test parameters for each test are summarized in table
A.1. At the start of each test, the initial pose/orientation of the al-
gorithm is set to the initial pose/orientation provided by the dataset.
Tests discussed in this section can be found in annexe A.2.1.

FASTKLT EKF IMU Scale Tests using the house downward and
forward dataset

Experiments in this section are made using our house dataset. Details
about it and camera parameters can be found in 3.2. The images are
displayed in a rostopic using the code presented in 3.2. One of the chal-
lenges of this series of tests is the lack of IMU and ground truth data
from the dataset. Therefore, it is very difficult to judge the accuracy
of the FAST KLT VO and its scale recovery capabilities on this dataset.
However, this series of experiment is interesting because it tests the
algorithm response when no IMU data is provided. It also permits
to study the algorithm’s reaction to rotation and to static states. Tests
discussed in this section can be found in annexe A.2.2.
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Discussion about the Pose correction using an EKF pose
estimator and IMU data strategy

Using the Pose correction using an EKF pose estimator and IMU data
strategy, the FAST + KLT VO algorithm manages to achieve the follow-
ing performances on the underwater caves sonar and vision dataset:
min computation time = 30 ms, max computation time = 386 ms and
max number of features detected = 2592. It is worth noting that for
most iterations, less than one hundred features remained after the im-
age matching step of the algorithm. On the house dataset underneath/-
forward cameras, the algorithm achieves the following performances:
min computation time = 112 ms, max computation time = 686 ms and
max number of features detected = 2203. The results of the experi-
ments suggest that this implementation performs poorly. Most prob-
able reasons for this include: bad image illumination, wrong scale es-
timate due to the lack of IMU data. However, this investigation is out
of the scope of this project.

5.3 Discussion about the FAST + KLT VO
algorithm

Results from the different tests suggest that in this current form, this
implementation FAST + KLT VO method cannot be used in an under-
water environment. The original code was designed for urban envi-
ronments rich in terms of features; it also seems to require good illu-
mination conditions. The experiments from section 5.2.1 indicate that
divergence of the pose estimate occur when few features are detected.
This results in a bad estimation of the rotation matrix and/or trans-
lation vector. This indicates the need for a dead reckoning algorithm
to be developed, or more generally a SLAM solution, on top of the
VO algorithm. The experiment from section A.2.2 could suggest rea-
sonable pose estimate in terms of translation and rotation. However,
following experiments in section A.2.2 showed the incapacity of the
algorithm to deal with rotation and static pose. It also showed an ac-
cumulation of drift over time in terms of translation. Further research
about this method might be interesting when better data will be avail-
able, including IMU data.
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ORBSLAM2

This chapter discusses the implementation and test of the ORBSLAM2
algorithm. The theory behind the method is discussed and experi-
ments are performed to evaluate its accuracy.

6.1 Theory

ORBSLAM2 is an open source SLAM system presented in [94]. It pro-
vides a “complete” SLAM solution; in addition to visual odometry,
the algorithm creates a map of the environment, performs loop clos-
ing, and can also re-use the map for re-localization. ORBSLAM2 is
the RGB-D and stereo camera extension of the ORBSLAM monocu-
lar camera algorithm presented in [42]. Extensive theory about the
method can be found in [42], [94]. The open source code is available
online1. In this algorithm, the features are used for mapping/tracking;
they are also used for the place recognition to perform re-localization
and loop-closing. Therefore, the authors justify the choice of ORB fea-
tures because: they are fast to compute (less than 33ms), they have
good invariance to viewpoint, and they perform well for place recog-
nition. The outline of the visual odometry part of the algorithm can be
summarized as followed:

1) Automatic map initialization

1https://github.com/raulmur/ORB_SLAM2
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2) Tracking of the features and key-frames selection

3) Local Mapping

6.1.1 Automatic map initialization

The first step of ORBSLAM2 is the map initialization. The goal is to
find an initial set of map points using the relative pose between two
frames. The method only initializes when certain conditions are met to
avoid initializing a corrupted map. The authors mention the follow-
ing conditions: check that the two-view configuration is safe, detect
low-parallax cases, and detect twofold planar ambiguity. The step of
the initialization algorithm are as follows: 1) Extract ORB features in
the finest scale and look for matches between current frame and refer-
ence frame. ORB features are discussed in section 2.3.2. 2) Compute
two models in parallel, homography matrix and fundamental matrix;
mathematical details are discussed in [42]. 3) Select the model that
explains the best the scene’s motion, mathematical details for the se-
lection are discussed in [42]. 4) Retrieve the motion hypotheses asso-
ciated with the selected model. 5) Final step is a full BA to refine the
initial reconstruction. BA is discussed in section 2.3.5.

6.1.2 Features tracking and key frame selection

The tracking part of the algorithm oversees localizing the camera be-
tween frames and deciding when to insert new key-frames. One of
the goals of SLAM systems is to keep as much information as possi-
ble about the environment; however, it is not feasible to keep infor-
mation from all the points (features) and all the images. Authors of
the method claim that Bundle Adjustment cannot run efficiently if too
much information is used for the computation. Therefore, the algo-
rithm selects “key-frames” rich in information, and not too like other
key-frames already stored by the system. The strategy used in the
ORBSLAM2 is the “survival of the fittest”; key-frames are regularly
kept by the system and redundant ones are removed. The step of the
tracking algorithm are as follows: 1) Extract ORB features from the
current frame. ORB features are discussed in section 2.3.2. 2) Make an
initial current pose estimation using either information from the pre-
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vious frame (2a) or Global Re-localization (2b). 2a) If the tracking was
successful in the previous frame, information from the previous frame
is used to compute an initial pose estimation. The velocity model is
used to predict the current pose. If not enough matches are found, use
a wider search of map points around the position in the last frame.
2b) In the case where tracking is lost, the current frame is converted
into a bag of word and is compared to other key-frames in the recogni-
tion database for global re-localization. 3) Track the local map. Using
the estimated pose and initial set of feature matches, the algorithm
looks for extra map point correspondences between the frame and its
estimated neighbourhood in the local map. The camera pose is then
optimized with all the map points found in the current frame. Math-
ematical details about the process are discussed in [42]. 4) Last step is
to decide if the current frame shall be kept as a key-frame. Required
conditions for inserting a new key-frame are discussed in [42].

6.1.3 Local Mapping

The local mapping processes new key-frames and performs local BA
to achieve optimal reconstruction of the camera’s surrounding. This
process of the algorithm runs in parallel to the feature tracking pro-
cess. The steps performed by the local mapping thread are as fol-
lows: 1) Insert information from a new key-frames. The covisibility
graph is updated with a new node and the edges resulting from the
shared map points with other key-frames. Then the new key-frame is
linked to the key-frame with the most points in common in the span-
ning tree. Lastly, the new key-frame is converted to a bag of word
representation that can be used in the data association for triangulat-
ing new points. 2) Recent map points culling. Recently created map
points have to pass a test, during the first three key-frames after cre-
ation, in order to be retained in the map. Details about the conditions
to fulfil and map policy are discussed in [42]. Authors claim that their
policy makes the map contain very few outliers. 3) New map point
creation. New map points are created by triangulating ORB features
from key-frames connected in the covisibility graph. Parameters such
as positive depth in both cameras, parallax, re-projection error, and
scale consistency are checked before accepting a new point. 4) Local
BA is performed to optimize the currently processed key-frame, all
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key-frames connected through the covisibility graph, and all the cor-
responding map points. This step discards outliers. 5) Last step is the
local key-frame culling. Redundant key-frames are detected are re-
moved to maintain a compact map. As mentioned in section 6.1.2, this
step improves the computation efficiency of the algorithm because BA
complexity grows with the number of key-frames. Implementation is
discussed in [42].

6.2 Experiments

Experiments to test the performance of the ORBSLAM2 algorithm in
an underwater environment are discussed in this section. The influ-
ence of the algorithm’s parameters on its performance is investigated.
The algorithm’s capacity to detect features is also investigated using
datasets representing different environments (rocks, corals, metallic
surface and sand bottom). Tests discussed in this section can be found
in annexe B. Details about ORBSLAM2’s outputs are discussed in sec-
tion B.2.

6.2.1 Wrong pose estimate due to the robotic arm
features

We can observe, in some experiments discussed in section B.3, that the
current frame pose in the “Map View” window is static, even though
the AUV is moving and the algorithm did not diverge. We can observe
that the algorithm computes map points of features corresponding to
the robotic arm throughout the image sequence. Each map point is
associated with a camera pose. We can sometimes observe in the part
of the sequence where the AUV moves that some frames are blurry.
During these frames, the algorithm keeps track of features of the arm
as showed in figure 6.2. The resulting estimated pose is then corrected
to the last pose where the map points associated to the arm were ob-
served. The estimated pose is then stuck in this position. This phe-
nomenon is illustrated in figure 6.1b; figure 6.1a illustrates the “Map
View” output when the algorithm performs correctly throughout the
sequence. Details about the signs and colours are discussed in section
B.2. This behaviour seems to be caused by the loop closing part of the
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ORBSLAM2 algorithm.

(a) “Normal pose”

(b) Wrong pose

Figure 6.1: Illustration of the “normal pose” and the “wrong pose”
update of the “Map View” output of the algorithm (images from Test
1_3)

6.2.2 Discussion on ORBSLAM2 parameters
identification (Test 1)

• Number of ORB features Regarding the parameter “number of
ORB features”, the results from test 1_2 in section B.3.3 suggest that
this parameter has an influence on the number of feature matches be-
tween consecutive images. This would be explained because more fea-
tures extracted would result in more matches. The results also seem to
indicate a link between this parameter and the number of map points
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Figure 6.2: Example of blurry picture for which only arm features are
extracted by the algorithm (image from Test 1_4)

kept by the algorithm for the map. High value “number of ORB fea-
tures” resulting in many map points kept in memory. Therefore, this
parameter needs to be fine-tuned to avoid keeping too many map
points and speed-up the algorithm’s computation time. We can also
observe that in the motion part of the image sequence, the value of
the parameter “number of ORB features” seems to have little influ-
ence on the number of feature matches between blurry images. This
behaviour could be explained because few features can be extracted in
blurry pictures, the number of feature extracted would fall under the
value of “number of ORB features” parameter value anyway.

• FAST threshold values Regarding the parameters “initial FAST
threshold” and “min FAST threshold”, the results from test 1_3 in
section B.3.4 could suggest that a fine tuning of the FAST thresholds
is necessary for good performance of the ORBSLAM2 algorithm. We
can observe that for all parameters combination tested, many features
are detected and matched in the static part of the image sequence
([500:1500] matches). The results seem to indicate that lower values
‘for ‘initial FAST threshold” (15, 17) and “min FAST threshold” (5, 7)
result in extracting features which can be tracked over the blurry mo-
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tion part of the image sequence.

• Number of scale levels The results from test 1_4 in section B.3.5
seems to indicate that there exist an optimal value of the parameter
“number of scale levels” depending on the quality of the image. For
this particular dataset, improved robustness to motion is achieved by
increasing the number of scale levels to 10. This parameter requires
fine tuning. There exists a balance between parameters “number of
ORB features” and “number of scale levels” which needs to be con-
sidered when tuning the ORBSLAM2 algorithm. This relation is logi-
cal since a maximum of n “number of ORB features” can be extracted
from m “number of scale levels”; an increase of the “number of scale
levels” parameter would result in less possible ORB features extracted
per scale level.

• Image downscaling Results from test 1_5 in section B.3.6 seems to
indicate that the image downscaling by a factor of 2 results in an in-
crease number of features detected and tracked during the motion part
of the image sequence. It also seems to result in an increase of the num-
ber of map points kept in memory by the algorithm; this observation
could mean that image downscaling result in the extraction of “better
quality” features easier to track. However, too much image downscal-
ing (factor of 4) seems to have a negative effect on the features tracking
in the motion part of the image sequence. Image without downscaling
seems to give acceptable results; furthermore, it has the advantage to
limit the number of map points kept in memory by the algorithm.

• Best performing parameters The best performing parameter com-
bination identified in this series of test is summarized in table B.2.

6.3 Discussion about the ORBSLAM2
algorithm

Results from the tests discussed in section B.6 suggest that the ORB-
SLAM2 algorithm can perform Visual Odometry in an underwater en-
vironment. The algorithm requires good camera calibration parame-
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ters for optimal performance as discussed in section 3.2. Videos avail-
able on Youtube234 show the results of tests 1, 2 and 3 when using
wrong camera calibration parameters. We can observe that the pose is
very rarely estimated and very few features are extracted and tracked.
Results from test 1 discussed in section B.3 suggest that good perfor-
mance of the ORBSLAM2 algorithm requires fine tuning of the param-
eters for the environment. Results from tests 2_1 and 4 discussed in
sections B.4 and B.6 suggest that the algorithm cannot handle every
type of environment. The algorithm seems to work efficiently in rocky
environments as seen in test 4; however, it shows limited performance
for ship hull type environment with few natural features, and very
limited performance for sand bottom environment as seen in tests 2_1
and 4. Furthermore, these tests show that the AUV needs to be close to
the ship hull for optimal performance of the algorithm. This could be
explained because of the few 3D features which exist in sand bottom
and metallic surface environments. Results from tests 2_2 and 3 show
that when finely tuned, the algorithm can deal with different environ-
ment and perform efficiently; however, it requires an environment rich
in features. Furthermore, results from tests 4 and 5 (section B.7) indi-
cate that the algorithm estimates quite correctly both translation and
rotation motion; however, this algorithm cannot estimate the scale ac-
curately when using monocular camera as discussed by its creators
in [42]. Practical implementation on an AUV would require a scale
estimation algorithm to be implemented to avoid scale drift. One of
such method using IMU information is discussed in [95]. Further im-
provement of ORBSLAM2 would require removing the re-localization
strategy and replace it with a re-initialization every time the tracking
is lost. In its current form, the algorithm locks itself in re-localization
mode when the tracking is lost. It waits until features corresponding
to previously recorded map points are detected. This behaviour re-
quires the vehicle to pass by the same location multiple times, which
does not always correspond to path strategy of AUVs. It should also
ensure that the map is kept even though the algorithm is re-initialized.
Another possible improvement of the algorithm could be the develop-
ment of a dead reckoning strategy when no pose is estimated by the
VO.

2https://youtu.be/qezrWHer35M
3https://youtu.be/CsLojPZFoDQ
4https://youtu.be/81jz4DmiS-w

https://youtu.be/qezrWHer35M
https://youtu.be/CsLojPZFoDQ
https://youtu.be/81jz4DmiS-w


Chapter 7

Conclusion

This thesis project presents an extensive literature review of the cur-
rent state of the research in the field of monocular Visual Odometry.
Two open-source Visual Odometry methods are tested using data col-
lected in an underwater environment. The first method FAST + KLT
shows poor performance for underwater visual odometry; improve-
ments of the original code by adding information from an IMU do not
result in a significant improvement of the algorithm’s performance.
The second method ORBSLAM2 shows very promising performance
for underwater Visual Odometry; it manages to perform pose estimate
in varying conditions (different environments, cameras, image resolu-
tions, point of views). Requirements for optimal performance of the
algorithm are highlighted in this thesis; it requires good camera cali-
bration and fine tuning of the different parameters for different envi-
ronments. The effect of image downscaling on the algorithm’s perfor-
mance is also investigated in this project. Proposed areas for further
performance improvement of this algorithm include image segmenta-
tion to remove parts of the image with no features (ocean, flat areas
with no features); moreover, the monocular scale estimation needs to
be fixed for optimal pose estimation. Further research in the field of
Visual Odometry is discussed in following chapter 8. Considerations
regarding ethics and sustainability of this project and AUV technology
are discussed in chapter 9.
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Chapter 8

Further research

This chapter discusses possible further research in the field of under-
water computer vision and autonomous robotic.

8.1 Need for more data

Very few research datasets from underwater vehicles exist today. It
would be great to create an underwater dataset using research AUVs.
This set could include images of various types of environment, sonar
data, IMU data, camera calibration, ground truth pose. Such dataset
would be very valuable for training deep networks in detection tasks
underwater, or generally for testing navigation algorithms.

8.2 Deep neural network for Visual
Odometry

Deep neural networks showed great performance in solving complex
computer vision tasks. Methods for urban visual odometry using deep
neural networks are presented in section 2.3.4. Development of a deep
neural network for the case of underwater visual odometry would be
a breakthrough in the field of VO.
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8.3 Monocular visual odometry scale
estimation

Recent paper [96] uses deep neural network for depth estimation using
monocular camera. It would be very interesting to develop a similar
deep neural network that would be trained using monocular under-
water images and the ground truth pose of the vehicle. This network
would then be used to estimate the scale parameter in the case of un-
derwater monocular visual odometry.



Chapter 9

Ethics and sustainability

Visual Odometry technology itself does not raise any concern regard-
ing ethics and sustainability. However, this technology is generally as-
sociated with autonomous vehicles, and in particular with Autonomous
Underwater Vehicles (AUVs). The introduction of a recent market re-
port about AUV technology [97] discusses the most common appli-
cation segments of AUVs. AUVs have been developed to perform
tasks that are quite risky for humans. Risky tasks performed by AUVs
include maintenance inspection and repair, underwater survey, ca-
bles/pipes installation. Such tasks can now be performed without en-
dangering the life of human workers. Moreover, AUVs are used for
scientific purpose including ocean mapping or monitoring of sensitive
marine environments like coral reefs. This technology is also used to
repair oil leaks from underwater pipes. Such applications make AUVs
fantastic tools for environmental protection. This technology is also
used in the military domain; one example is a mine detector AUV pre-
sented in [98]. This AUV detects, classifies, and localizes sea mines.
There remains thousands of sea mines from consecutive wars; this
technology can potentially save lives of both humans and sea crea-
tures.

Serious concerns can be formulated regarding the use of AUVs, and
generally of autonomous systems, for other military applications; this
can include mines setting, spying or sabotage operations. One particu-
lar issue is the legal responsibility of autonomous systems. Moreover,
the capacity of an autonomous system to cause death of human be-
ings is a big ethical problem in the robotics community; similarly to
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weapons of mass destruction, or nuclear weapons, an international
strict legal regulation will have to be developed to solve this issue.
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Appendix A

FAST + KLT Visual Odometry
experiments

A.1 Ground truth scale recovery strategy

FASTKLT GroundTruthScale Test 1

The parameter scalethreshold = 0.1 is used for this test. Dominant
motion correction is active as described in 5.1.5. We can observe that
the estimated pose generated by the VO algorithm fails to follow the
ground truth for the overall path. We can observe that the variation of
the estimated pose on the z axis stays within the limits of the variation
of the ground truth pose on the z axis. It was observed in the console
that the odometry was rarely updated (less than 1 every 10 frames), the
odometry update depends on the conditions described in 5.1.5. This
phenomenon is due to a computed scale value inferior to the threshold
or due to a wrong dominant motion direction.

FASTKLT GroundTruthScale Test 2

Based on the observation from the previous test, the parameter scalethreshold
is lowered to study if the odometry is updated more often. Dominant
motion correction is active as described in 5.1.5. We can observe that
the estimated pose stays around the starting position. It is difficult to
estimate if the changes in the trajectory of the estimated pose corre-
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spond to the changes in the trajectory of the ground truth pose. It was
observed in the console that the odometry was rarely updated (less
than 1 every 10 frames) with slight improvement from previous test.

FASTKLT GroundTruthScale Test 3

The parameter scalethreshold = 0.1 is used for this test. Dominant mo-
tion correction is deactivated. Results of the experiment are illustrated
in figure A.1. This test focuses on the start portion of the dataset repre-
senting a relative straight segment of the ground truth trajectory. Fig-
ure A.2 illustrates the results on the same image sequence for a longer
time period.

Figure A.1: Estimated pose and ground truth pose on x/y axes for
FASTKLT GroundTruthScale Test 3

Figure A.2: Estimated pose and ground truth pose on x/y axes for
FASTKLT GroundTruthScale Test 3 extended sequence

We can observe in figure A.1 that the estimated pose seems to follow
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the ground truth pose with some rotation error around the z axis and
differences on the distances. It was observed from the console that for
most images, few common features between the images were left after
the image matching step (less than one hundred features). However,
we can observe in figure A.2 that the algorithm diverges, i.e. the es-
timated pose does not follow the ground truth pose, for a long image
sequence (120 sec).

FASTKLT GroundTruthScale Test 4

The parameter scalethreshold = 0.05 is used for this test. Dominant
motion correction is deactivated. Results of the experiment are illus-
trated in figure A.3. This test focuses on the start portion of the dataset
representing a relative straight segment of the ground truth trajectory.
We can observe in figure A.3 that the estimated pose trajectory heads

Figure A.3: Estimated pose and ground truth pose on x/y axes for
FASTKLT GroundTruthScale Test 4

in a different direction as the ground truth trajectory. This behaviour is
quite surprising since the initial pose and orientation of the algorithm
is set to the starting pose and orientation provided by the dataset. It
was observed from the console that for most images, few common fea-
tures between the images were left after the image matching step (less
than one hundred features).
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Table A.1: Parameters for each test of the EKF + IMU pose estimator
using the underwater caves sonar and vision dataset

Test scale EKF IMU Test 1 Test 2 Test 3
Dataset start time (sec) 0 0 660
Dataset end time (sec) 84 806 710

cov x, cov y (m) 4.0 4.0 4.0
cov z (m) 2.5 2.5 2.5

cov rot x, cov rot y, cov rot z (m) 0.3 0.3 0.3
cov imu x, cov imu y, cov imu z (m) 0.5 0.5 0.5

A.2 Pose correction using an EKF pose
estimator and IMU data

A.2.1 FASTKLT EKF IMU Scale Tests using the
underwater caves sonar and vision dataset

Coarse search of “good” parameters

The first step of this series of experiments is to find parameters val-
ues resulting in pose estimation following the behaviour of the ground
truth as closely as possible. Many tests are performed and the covari-
ance parameters corresponding to the “best performing” pose estima-
tor are identified and summarized in table A.1.

FASTKLT EKF IMU Scale Test 1

The covariance matrix for this test can be found in table A.1. The time
stamp for the input image sequence used for this test can also be found
in table A.1. The chosen image sequence corresponds to a relatively
straight trajectory on the x/y axis between the starting point and the
end point. According to the ground truth pose, the depth of the AUV
is supposed to be relatively constant corresponding to minor changes
on the z axis. Results of the experiment are shown in figure A.4, and
Euclidean distance error between the estimated pose and the ground
truth can be found in figure A.5 We can observe in figure A.4 that
the estimated pose fails to follow the ground truth pose. This result is
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Figure A.4: Estimated pose and Ground truth pose on x/y axes for
FASTKLT EKF IMU Scale Test 1

Figure A.5: Euclidean distance (error) in function of time for FASTKLT
EKF IMU Scale Test 1

confirmed by the graph of the Euclidean error between the estimated
pose and the ground truth pose in figure A.5; in this graph, high value
of error (>60 m) can be observed during most of the run.

FASTKLT EKF IMU Scale Test 2

The covariance matrix for this test can be found in table A.1. The time
stamp for the input image sequence used for this test can also be found
in table A.1. For this test, the chosen image sequence corresponds to a
longer path than in the previous test, including several rotations. As
in the previous test, the depth of the AUV is supposed to be relatively
constant corresponding to minor changes on the z axis. Results of the
experiment are shown in figure A.6, and Euclidean distance error be-
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tween the estimated pose and the ground truth can be found in figure
A.7. A side objective of this test is to identify stable regions which
could correspond to regions in the dataset where the estimated pose
would follow the ground truth pose. Such regions are assumed to cor-
respond to regions of constant error on the Euclidean error graph.

Figure A.6: Estimated pose and Ground truth pose on x/y axes for
FASTKLT EKF IMU Scale Test 2

Figure A.7: Euclidean distance (error) in function of time for FASTKLT
EKF IMU Scale Test 2

We can observe in figure A.6 that the estimated pose fails to follow the
ground truth pose. The results suggest that the estimated pose fails
to rotate when a turn is made by the AUV. This result is confirmed by
the graph of the Euclidean error between the estimated pose and the
ground truth pose in figure A.7; in this graph, increasing value of er-
ror (up to 300 m) can be observed over time. However, stable regions
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corresponding to a relatively constant error in figure A.7 are identified
corresponding to time intervals [660, 710] and [760,775] seconds in the
dataset.

FASTKLT EKF IMU Scale Test 3

The covariance matrix for this test can be found in table A.1. The time
stamp for the input image sequence used for this test can also be found
in table A.1. For this test, the chosen image sequence corresponds to a
part of the dataset identified in the previous test as a “stable” region.
As in the previous test, the depth of the AUV is supposed to be rela-
tively constant corresponding to minor changes on the z axis. Results
of the experiment are shown in figure A.8, and Euclidean distance er-
ror between the estimated pose and the ground truth can be found in
figure A.9. We can observe in figure A.8 that the estimated pose stays

Figure A.8: Estimated pose and Ground truth pose on x/y axes for
FASTKLT EKF IMU Scale Test 3

Figure A.9: Euclidean distance (error) in function of time for FASTKLT
EKF IMU Scale Test 3

closer to the ground truth pose than in the previous tests. This obser-
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Table A.2: Parameters for each test of the EKF + IMU pose estimator
using the house dataset

Test scale EKF IMU Test 4 Test 5 Test 6
dataset start image (name) 11660 31000 32706
dataset end image(name) 12182 31060 32732
dataset display time (fps) 1 1 1

cov x, cov y (m) 4.0 4.0 4.0
cov z (m) 2.5 2.5 2.5

cov rot x, cov rot y, cov rot z (m) 0.3 0.3 0.3
cov imu x, cov imu y, cov imu z (m) 0.5 0.5 0.5

vation is confirmed by the results of figure A.9 where the error stays
under the value of 40 m for most of the run.

A.2.2 FASTKLT EKF IMU Scale Tests using the house
downward and forward dataset

Experiments in this section are made using our house dataset. Details
about it and camera parameters can be found in 3.2. The images are
displayed in a rostopic using the code presented in 3.2. One of the chal-
lenges of this series of tests is the lack of IMU and ground truth data
from the dataset. Therefore, it is very difficult to judge the accuracy
of the FAST KLT VO and its scale recovery capabilities on this dataset.
However, this series of experiment is interesting because it tests the
algorithm response when no IMU data is provided. It also permits to
study the algorithm’s reaction to rotation and to static states.

FASTKLT EKF IMU Scale Test 4

The covariance matrix for this test can be found in table A.2. The im-
ages references for the input image sequence used for this test can also
be found in table A.2 together with the display rate of images in the
corresponding rostopic. This test is performed using the “downward
camera set 1” as presented in table 3.2. For this test, portions of the
image sequence corresponding to an AUV rotation or a static state are
isolated. Results of the experiment are shown in figure A.10. We can
observe in figure A.10 that the estimated pose follows closely a straight
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Figure A.10: Estimated pose on x/y and x/z axes over the entire image
sequence for FASTKLT EKF IMU Scale Test 4

Figure A.11: Estimated pose on x/y axis during the part of the image
sequence where is AUV is static (FASTKLT EKF IMU Scale Test 4)

trajectory with a few rotations, corresponding roughly to the trajectory
of the AUV in the video. Moreover, the estimated translation on the y
axis is about 139 m, which is not an unrealistic estimation based on the
size of the ship. However, since no ground truth exists, it is difficult
to draw any conclusion from this figure. We observe that around the
image number 11680, the AUV has a static pose. A test is performed
around this image to study the response of the algorithm to static mo-
tion. Results of this test are shown in figure A.11. We can observe
that even though the AUV is static, the algorithm computes a transla-
tion motion. We can also observe that around image 12000, the AUV
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rotates on itself. We can observe a change of orientation of the pose
on the x/y axis during the rotation sequence which could correspond
to the right rotation of the AUV. It is difficult to draw any conclusion
from this observation.

FASTKLT EKF IMU Scale Test 5

The covariance matrix for this test can be found in table A.2. The im-
ages references for the input image sequence used for this test can
also be found in table A.2 together with the display rate of images
in the corresponding rostopic. This test is performed using the “for-
ward camera set 2 as presented” in table 3.2. For this test, a dataset
corresponding to the forward camera of the AUV is used. It permits to
investigate the response of the algorithm to a different viewpoint in the
case of a static pose of the AUV. This dataset is interesting due to many
objects (holes, corals) attached to the hull. Results of this experiment
can be found in A.12. Similarly to the previous experiment, we can

Figure A.12: Estimated pose on x/y and x/z axes corresponding to a
static pose of the AUV (FASTKLT EKF IMU Scale Test 5)

observe that even though the AUV is static, the algorithm computes a
translation motion in x and y axes.

FASTKLT EKF IMU Scale Test 6

The covariance matrix for this test can be found in table A.2. The im-
ages references for the input image sequence used for this test can
also be found in table A.2 together with the display rate of images
in the corresponding rostopic. This test is performed using the “for-
ward camera set 3” as presented in table 3.2. For this test, a dataset
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corresponding to the forward camera of the AUV is used. It permits
to investigate the response of the algorithm to a different viewpoint in
the case of rotation motion of the AUV. This dataset is interesting due
to many objects (holes, corals) attached to the hull. Results of this ex-
periment can be found in A.13. We cannot observe a change in rotation

Figure A.13: Estimated pose on x/y and x/z axes corresponding to a
rotation motion of the AUV (FASTKLT EKF IMU Scale Test 6)

that would correspond to the AUV’s rotation. The results indicate that
the estimated pose correspond to a translation motion.



Appendix B

ORBSLAM2 Visual Odometry
experiments

B.1 Camera Calibration and Image
Downscaling

The estimated calibration parameters for the GoPro Hero 4 Black cam-
eras are obtained using the method described in section 3.2. The rela-
tion between image downscaling parameter and ORBSLAM2 perfor-
mance is investigated in the experiments. Camera’s distortion coeffi-
cients remain the same when the image is downscaled; however, focal
distances and principal point need to be adapted. Parameters which
need to be adapted when the image is down-scaled are presented in
table B.1.

Table B.1: Camera calibration parameters depending on the image
downscaling factor

Downscaling Factor x1 x2 x4
Image width (pixels) 4000 2000 1000
Image height (pixels) 3000 1500 750

Principal point Cx (pixels) 1897.1622 948.5811 474.29
Principal point Cy (pixels) 1422.0960 711.048 355.524

Focal length Fx (pixels) 845.7595 422.87975 211.439
Focal length Fy (pixels) 840.7025 420.3512 210.175
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B.2 ORBSLAM2 output

Information computed and stored by the ORBSLAM2 algorithm are
displayed using two windows. The following sections discuss how to
understand the provided information.

• Current Frame Window The “Current Frame” window displays
the current image in grey-scale. Information about image features ex-
tracted by the algorithm is also displayed. Green dots on the image
correspond to detected features. Green lines show mapped features
between previous and current image. This type of information is illus-
trated in figure B.1a. Once the initialization step is done as discussed
in section 6.1.2, green squares are displayed corresponding to features
selected to compute map points as illustrated in figure B.1b. The map
points are used to keep a map of the environment in memory. The
number of mapped features and the number of map points kept in
memory are displayed in the bottom left corner of the window.

(a) Detected/mapped features
(before initialization)

(b) Map points (after initializa-
tion)

Figure B.1: Sample “Current Frame” outputs from ORBSLAM2

• Map Viewer Window The “Map Viewer” window displays the es-
timated pose with an estimated 3D map of the environment. Illustra-
tion of a sample “Map Viewer” output can be seen in figure B.2. Red
dots correspond to map points that have been detected in the past few
images. Black points correspond to map points in memory which have
not been detected for a few frames. Blue frames represent key-frames
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kept in memory with their corresponding pose. The green frame rep-
resents the current camera frame. Green lines represent the covisibility
graph between key-frames, details about the covisibility graph are dis-
cussed in section 6.1.3.

Figure B.2: Sample “Map Viewer” output from ORBSLAM2

B.3 Test 1 - Parameters identification

The experiments discussed in this section are made to study the in-
fluence of ORBSLAM2’s parameters on the performance of the algo-
rithm. A set of parameters corresponding to the best performance on
the dataset is identified. Tested parameters for each test are summa-
rized in table B.2.

B.3.1 Selection of video sequence

A particular image sequence is selected for this series of tests. It cor-
responds to a state where the AUV is close to the “bottom” and where
objects are “easy” to detect (limited motion blur, close distance to ob-
jects). Image sequence “downward camera set 3” from table 3.2 is
identified as a good candidate sequence; particularly between images
13183 and 13280. During this sequence, the AUV is quite steady and
located close to the ship hull. The hull is covered with features to track
(corals, holes). It also includes a challenging part toward the end of
the sequence where the AUV starts to move and the images are quite
blurry.
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Table B.2: Parameters of the algorithm for each test

Parameter\Test ID T1_1 T1_2 T1_3 T1_4 T1_5 Best performing
Number of features 1500 [1500:10000] 5000 5000 5000 5000

Scale factor 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2
Number of scale levels 8 8 8 [6:12] 10 10
Initial FAST threshold 15 15 [15:22] 17 17 17
Min FAST threshold 5 5 [5:12] 7 7 7
Downscaling factor x1 x1 x1 x1 [1,2,4] x1

B.3.2 Test 1_1 - Reference test

This test is used to observe the performance of the algorithm using
a reference set of parameters listed in table B.2. We can observe that
a few green dots and lines appear in the “Current Frame” window.
We can further observe that no pose is estimated during the entire se-
quence in the “Map View” window. We can observe that the algorithm
stays in the initialization loop as described in section 6.1.1.

B.3.3 Test 1_2 - Number of ORB features

In this test, the influence of the parameter “number of ORB features”
on the algorithm’s performance is investigated. Parameter values for
this test are mentioned in table B.2.

• Number of ORB features = 3000 We can observe that a many green
dots and lines appear in the “Current Frame” window. We can observe
in the “Map View” window that the pose starts to be estimated around
frame 13198. Moreover, many red map points are added to the “Map
Viewer” window. We can further observe that the estimated pose of
the camera between frames 13198 and 13250 is static, corresponding
to the pose of the AUV which is also static. The number of feature
matches between consecutive images in the static sequence is in the
range [300:800]. When the AUV starts to move to the right around
frame 13258, we can observe that the algorithm tracks of the features
in motion without divergence. Illustration of the pose tracking over
the entire image sequence is illustrated in figure B.3a. Details about the
signs and colours are discussed in section B.2. However, the number of
feature matches reduces to a minimum range [20:50] when the AUV is
in motion. When the same experiment is repeated a few times, we can
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observe that sometimes the algorithm stops tracking when the AUV
is in motion due to too few feature matches. We can also observe that
many images are blurry when the AUV is in motion. At the end of the
sequence, 2793 map points are kept in memory.

• Number of ORB features = 5000 We can observe similar behaviour
than in the previous tests of this section for the static part of the image
sequence. The number of feature matches between consecutive im-
ages in the static sequence is in the range [400:1500]. When the AUV
starts to move to the right around frame 13258, we can observe that
the algorithm tracks of the features in motion without divergence. Il-
lustration of the pose tracking over the entire image sequence is illus-
trated in figure B.3b. Details about the signs and colours are discussed
in section B.2. However, the number of feature matches reduces to a
minimum range [30:60] when the AUV is in motion. When the same
experiment is repeated a few times, we can observe that sometimes
the algorithm stops tracking when the AUV is in motion due to too
few feature matches. We can also observe that many images are blurry
when the AUV is in motion. At the end of the sequence, 4432 map
points are kept in memory.

• Number of ORB features = 10000 We can observe similar behaviour
than in the previous tests of this section for the static part of the image
sequence. The number of feature matches between consecutive images
in the static sequence is in the range [1500:3000]. When the AUV starts
to move to the right around frame 13258, we can observe that the algo-
rithm stops tracking when the AUV is in motion due to too few feature
matches. The experiment is repeated a few times and the algorithm di-
verges every time around frame 13258. Before divergence, more than
6000 map points are kept in memory.

B.3.4 Test 1_3 - FAST thresholds

In this test, the influence of the parameters “initial FAST threshold”
and “min FAST threshold” on the algorithm’s performance is investi-
gated. Parameter values for this test are mentioned in table B.2. Pa-
rameter “number of ORB features” is set to 5000. This value is a good
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(a) Nb ORB features = 3000

(b) Nb ORB features = 5000

Figure B.3: “Map View” output of the algorithm for different values of
parameter “Number of ORB features” (Test 1_2)

balance between alloying many feature matches and limiting the num-
ber of Map Points kept in memory. Detailed analysis of results from
section B.3.3 is presented in section 6.2.2.

• min FAST threshold = 5, initial FAST threshold = 15 Results from
this test are discussed in section B.3.3. We can also sometimes observe
the wrong pose estimate behaviour due to the extracted arm features
as described in section 6.2.1.

• min FAST threshold = 7, initial FAST threshold = 17 We can ob-
serve that a many green dots and lines appear in the “Current Frame”
window. We can observe in the “Map View” window that the pose
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starts to be estimated around frame 13198. Moreover, many red map
points are added to the “Map Viewer” window. We can further ob-
serve that the estimated pose of the camera between frames 13198 and
13250 is static, corresponding to the pose of the AUV which is also
static. The number of feature matches between consecutive images in
the static sequence is in the range [1000:1600]. When the AUV starts to
move to the right around frame 13258, we can observe that for the algo-
rithm stops tracking when the AUV is in motion due to too few feature
matches. We can observe that the algorithm managed to compute an
estimated pose throughout the image sequence only once in six tests.
At the end of the sequence, 5480 map points are kept in memory. We
can also sometimes observe the wrong pose estimate behaviour due to
the extracted arm features as described in section 6.2.1.

• min FAST threshold = 10, initial FAST threshold = 20 We can ob-
serve similar behaviour than in the previous tests of this section for the
static part of the image sequence. The number of feature matches be-
tween consecutive images in the static sequence is in the range [500:1700].
When the AUV starts to move to the right around frame 13258, we
can observe that the algorithm stops tracking when the AUV is in mo-
tion due to too few feature matches. The experiment is repeated a few
times and the algorithm diverges every time around frame 13258. Be-
fore divergence, more than 4000 map points are kept in memory. We
can also sometimes observe the wrong pose estimate behaviour due to
the extracted arm features as described in section 6.2.1.

• min FAST threshold = 12, initial FAST threshold = 22 We can ob-
serve similar behaviour than in the previous tests of this section for the
static part of the image sequence. The number of feature matches be-
tween consecutive images in the static sequence is in the range [500:1700].
When the AUV starts to move to the right around frame 13258, we
can observe that the algorithm stops tracking when the AUV is in mo-
tion due to too few feature matches. The experiment is repeated a few
times and the algorithm diverges every time around frame 13258. Be-
fore divergence, more than 4000 map points are kept in memory. We
can also sometimes observe the wrong pose estimate behaviour due to
the extracted arm features as described in section 6.2.1.
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B.3.5 Test 1_4 - Number of pyramid scale levels

In this test, the influence of the parameter “number of scale levels” on
the algorithm’s performance is investigated. Parameter values for this
test are mentioned in table B.2. Parameters “initial FAST threshold”
and “min FAST threshold” are set to 7 and 17. these value correspond
to a test in which the algorithm managed to keep track of the pose
during the motion of the AUV. Detailed analysis of results from section
B.3.4 is presented in section 6.2.2.

• num scale levels = 6 We can observe that a many green dots and
lines appear in the “Current Frame” window. We can observe in the
“Map View” window that the pose starts to be estimated around frame
13198. Moreover, many red map points are added to the “Map Viewer”
window. We can further observe that the estimated pose of the camera
between frames 13198 and 13250 is static, corresponding to the pose of
the AUV which is also static. The number of feature matches between
consecutive images in the static sequence is in the range [300:1500].
When the AUV starts to move to the right around frame 13258, we
can observe that the algorithm stops tracking when the AUV is in mo-
tion due to too few feature matches. The experiment is repeated a few
times and the algorithm diverges every time around frame 13258.

• num scale levels = 8 We can observe similar behaviour than in
the previous tests of this section for the static part of the image se-
quence. The number of feature matches between consecutive images
in the static sequence is in the range [500:1600]. When the AUV starts
to move to the right around frame 13258, we can observe that the algo-
rithm tracks of the features in motion without divergence. When the
same experiment is repeated a few times, we can observe that some-
times the algorithm stops tracking when the AUV is in motion due
to too few feature matches. We can also sometimes observe the wrong
pose estimate behaviour due to the extracted arm features as described
in section 6.2.1. Illustration of this behaviour for this particular test is
showed in figure 6.2.

• num scale levels = 10 We can observe similar behaviour than in
the previous tests of this section for the static part of the image se-
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quence. The number of feature matches between consecutive images
in the static sequence is in the range [400:1560]. When the AUV starts
to move to the right around frame 13258, we can observe that the al-
gorithm tracks of the features in motion without divergence. How-
ever, the number of feature matches reduces to a minimum of about
49 when the AUV is in motion. When the same experiment is repeated
a few times, the algorithm managed to keep track of the features in
motion without divergence every time over five test runs. At the end
of the sequence, about 5600 map points are kept in memory.

• num scale levels = 12 We can observe similar behaviour than in
the previous tests of this section for the static part of the image se-
quence. The number of feature matches between consecutive images
in the static sequence is in the range [500:1600]. When the AUV starts
to move to the right around frame 13258, we can observe that the al-
gorithm stops tracking when the AUV is in motion due to too few
feature matches. The only time that the algorithm tracked the features
in motion without divergence, we observed the wrong pose estimate
behaviour due to the extracted arm features as described in section
6.2.1.

B.3.6 Test 1_5 - Downscaling Factor

In this test, the influence of the parameter “downscaling factor” on the
algorithm’s performance is investigated. Parameter values for this test
are mentioned in table B.2. Parameter “number of scale levels” is set to
10. This value corresponds to a test in which the algorithm managed to
keep track of the pose during the motion of the AUV at every test run.
Detailed analysis of results from section B.3.5 is presented in section
6.2.2.

• Downscaling Factor = 1 (4000x3000 images) This test is already
presented in section B.3.5. We can also sometimes observe the wrong
pose estimate behaviour in this test due to the extracted arm features
as described in section 6.2.1.
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• Downscaling Factor = 2 (2000x1500 images) We can observe that
a many green dots and lines appear in the “Current Frame” window.
We can observe in the “Map View” window that the pose starts to be
estimated around frame 13198. Moreover, many red map points are
added to the “Map Viewer” window. We can further observe that the
estimated pose of the camera between frames 13198 and 13250 is static,
corresponding to the pose of the AUV which is also static. The number
of feature matches between consecutive images in the static sequence
is in the range [300:1600]. However, the number of feature matches
reduces to a minimum of about 32 when the AUV is in motion. When
the same experiment is repeated a few times, the algorithm managed
to keep track of the features in motion without divergence every time
the algorithm is set with these parameters. At the end of the sequence,
about 6500 map points are kept in memory. We can also sometimes
observe the wrong pose estimate behaviour in this test due to the ex-
tracted arm features as described in section 6.2.1.

• Downscaling Factor = 4 (1000x750 images) We can observe similar
behaviour than in the previous tests of this section for the static part of
the image sequence. The number of feature matches between consecu-
tive images in the static sequence is in the range [800:1300]. When the
AUV starts to move to the right around frame 13258, we can observe
that the algorithm stops tracking when the AUV is in motion due to
too few feature matches. In addition to this, we can also observe the
wrong pose estimate behaviour in this test due to the extracted arm
features as described in section 6.2.1.

• Adding blur to the robotic arm Results of the previous experi-
ments were influenced by the wrong pose estimate behaviour due to
the extracted arm features as described in section 6.2.1. To remove the
influence of the arm features on the algorithm performance, Gaussian
noise is added to the region of the image where the robotic arm is lo-
cated. This process is described in section B.3.7. Previous tests from
this section B.3.6 are then repeated to highlight the influence of the
parameter “downscaling factor” on the algorithm’s performance.

• Downscaling Factor = 1 (4000x3000 images) + Blur of the robotic
arm We can observe that a many green dots and lines appear in the
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“Current Frame” window. We can observe in the “Map View” window
that the pose starts to be estimated around frame 13192. Moreover,
many red map points are added to the “Map Viewer” window. We can
further observe that the estimated pose of the camera between frames
13198 and 13250 is static, corresponding to the pose of the AUV which
is also static. The number of feature matches between consecutive im-
ages in the static sequence is in the range [300:1320]. However, the
number of feature matches reduces to a minimum in the range [73:130]
when the AUV is in motion. When the same experiment is repeated
a few times, the algorithm managed to keep track of the features in
motion without divergence every time the algorithm is set with these
parameters (5 times over 5).

• Downscaling Factor = 2 (2000x1500 images) + Blur of the robotic
arm We can observe similar behaviour than in the previous tests of
this section for the static part of the image sequence. The number of
feature matches between consecutive images in the static sequence is
in the range [100:600]. However, the number of feature matches re-
duces to a minimum around [250] when the AUV is in motion. When
the same experiment is repeated a few times, the algorithm managed
to keep track of the features in motion without divergence (4 times
over 5). We can also observe that many map-points are displayed on
the “Current Frame” window during the motion sequence.

• downscaling Factor = 4 (1000x750 images) + Blur of the robotic arm
We can observe similar behaviour than in the previous tests of this sec-
tion for the static part of the image sequence. The number of feature
matches between consecutive images in the static sequence is in the
range [100:1400]. When the AUV starts to move to the right around
frame 13258, we can observe that for most of the runs (3 over 5) the
algorithm stops tracking when the AUV is in motion due to too few
feature matches. The algorithm managed to keep track of the features
in motion without divergence (2 over 5 runs), with the number of fea-
ture matches reduces to a minimum around [220] when the AUV is in
motion.
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B.3.7 Blur the robotic arm on the images

Results from previous tests often show the negative effects of the fea-
tures extracted from the robotic arm on the pose estimate of the AUV.
This behaviour is described in details in section 6.2.1. Since it is very
difficult to detect features in a very blurry region, the problem is fixed
by adding strong Gaussian noise in the region of the image where the
robotic arm is located. The blurring step is illustrated in figure B.4.

(a) Before the blurring (b) After the blurring

Figure B.4: Sample image before and after the blurring of the arm re-
gion

B.3.8 Video of test 1

Video of ORBSLAM2 running on test 1 image sequence (using best
performing parameters identified from test 1) can be seen on Youtube1.

B.4 Test 2 - Test downward facing image se-
quences from house dataset

The experiment discussed in this section are made to study the per-
formance of ORBSLAM2 on new downward facing image sequences.
Algorithm’s parameters used for this series of tests are the ones iden-
tified as best performing from test 1. They are are summarized in table
B.2.

1https://youtu.be/HFprwVDQaZM

https://youtu.be/HFprwVDQaZM
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B.4.1 Test 2_1 - “Downward camera set 4”

The image sequence used in this test corresponds to the “downward
camera set 4” from our house dataset, it is summarized in table 3.2.
Sample image from this dataset is presented in figure B.5. Video of
this test can be seen on Youtube2. We can observe that throughout
the image sequence, the AUV is located quite far away from the ship
hull. We can observe that the image sequence is mostly composed of
metallic surfaces with few features to track. We can observe that very
few features are detected and mapped by the algorithm; furthermore,
no pose is estimated during the entire sequence.

Figure B.5: Sample image from the “downward camera set 4” dataset

B.4.2 Test 2_2 - “Downward camera set 3”

The image sequence used in this test corresponds to the “downward
camera set 3” from image 13182 to 13560 from our house dataset, it is
summarized in table 3.2. This corresponds to an extension of the im-
age sequence used in test 1 with added blur to cover the region where
the robotic arm is located. Video of this test can be seen on Youtube3.

2https://youtu.be/3rdxPAdBZRA
3https://youtu.be/X-tsFJLMofk

https://youtu.be/3rdxPAdBZRA
https://youtu.be/X-tsFJLMofk
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We can observe at the start of the video that the algorithm initializes
and keep track of features for a few second. The tracking is then lost,
and a reset of the map is triggered. Around time stamp 3 min, we can
observe that the algorithm re-initializes and keeps track of the motion
for about 1 min. This test shows that the algorithm can initialize in
different location. It also highlights that initialization requires image
stability (no blur, slow motion) and no rotation motion to perform cor-
rectly as discussed by the algorithm’s authors.

B.5 Test 3 - Test on a forward facing image
sequence from house dataset

The experiment discussed in this section is made to study the per-
formance of ORBSLAM2 on a forward facing image sequence. Algo-
rithm’s parameters used for this test were tuned for this dataset. Image
sequence used in this test corresponds to the “forward camera set 4”
from our house dataset, it is summarized in table 3.2. This dataset is
rich in features due to the rich vegetation on the hull. It is worth notic-
ing that some frames are very blurry in this sequence. This sequence
is quite challenging since most of the area of the images cannot be
used to extract features since it is just water with no features. Parame-
ter “number of ORB features” is increased to 10000 to detect as many
features as possible; furthermore, each image is down-scaled by a fac-
tor of 4 to extract “better quality” features as discussed in section 6.2.2.
Sample image from this dataset is presented in figure B.6. Video of this
test can be seen on Youtube 4. For this test, every time that the tracking
of the motion is lost, a reset of the map is triggered. We can observe
that the algorithm initializes four times during the video; furthermore,
it even initializes while the AUV is in motion. This test shows that the
algorithm can initialize and keep track of motion for period of times
of several seconds in a changing environment.

4https://youtu.be/RfgY5vdFiv4

https://youtu.be/RfgY5vdFiv4
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Figure B.6: Sample image from the “forward camera set 4” dataset
(Test 3)

B.6 Test 4 - Test on the underwater caves
sonar and vision dataset

The experiment discussed in this section is made to study the per-
formance of ORBSLAM2 on an image sequence from the underwater
caves sonar and vision dataset. The underwater caves sonar and vi-
sion dataset is presented in section 3.1. Camera’s parameters are also
listed in the same section. It is worth noting that this dataset covers
different types of underwater environment. Such environments in-
clude sand bottom as showed in figure B.7b, big rocks covered with
vegetation as showed in figure B.7a, and small rocks bottom. First
step is to find ORBSLAM2 parameters adapted for this new dataset.
Best performance is achieved with the parameters listed in table B.3.
Downscaling is not necessary in this image sequence because the im-
ages have quite low resolution already (384x288). Using these values,
we can observe a faster initialization period (pose is estimated a few
frames earlier) than with other tested parameter values. We can also
observe that the tracking is lost less often than with other tested pa-
rameter values. The tracking loss behaviour is discussed in section
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6.1.2. We can observe that the algorithm can keep track of the pose
when the AUV passes over challenging environments such as “val-
leys” between rocks. This type of environment can be challenging
because few features can be extracted between the rocks, which can
result in tracking loss. We can also observe that increasing the value of
the parameter “number of scale levels” resulted in better performance
in terms of initialization and tracking. Video of the test run can be
seen on Youtube5. We can observe at the start of the video, the algo-
rithm is in its initialization step looking for features and trying to com-
pute a motion model as explained in section 6.1.2. Around time-stamp
17 sec, we can observe that the algorithm starts to record many map
points. Note: around this time-stamp, the environment corresponds to
big rocks covered with vegetation. We can observe that the estimated
trajectory corresponds to the ground truth trajectory i.e. straight tra-
jectory. Around time-stamp 115 sec, the algorithm loses tracking and
tries to re-localize. Reset is triggered because the AUV trajectory will
visit the same location much later in the dataset. Furthermore, we
observe that the algorithm loses tracking when the AUV passes over
sand bottom environment. No map point is computed while the AUV
passes over this environment. Tracking resumes around time-stamp
180 sec; however, a few tracking losses occur resulting in a manual re-
set of the map. Tracking stabilizes around time-stamp 220 sec when
AUV passes over big rocks with vegetation environment. The pose of
the AUV is estimated for a long sequence up to time-stamp 290 sec as
showed in figure B.8. Details about the signs and colours of the esti-
mated pose computed by the ORBSLAM2 algorithm are discussed in
section B.2. Around time-stamp 290 sec, the AUV passes over sand
bottom environment. No map point is recorded during this part of the
sequence. We can also notice the presence of sparse big rocks on the
sand bottom; however, such features are no recorded as map points ei-
ther. Around time-stamp 520 sec, the algorithm resumes tracking. At
this time, the environment is mainly composed of big rocks close to the
camera. Up to time-stamp 570, the AUV rotates 360 degrees. We can
observe in figure B.9 that the estimated pose also rotates, following
the behaviour of the ground truth pose. Details about the signs and
colours of the estimated pose computed by the ORBSLAM2 algorithm
are discussed in section B.2.

5https://youtu.be/_rb-AuU25F4

https://youtu.be/_rb-AuU25F4
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Table B.3: ORBSLAM2’s optimal parameters for test 4

Number of ORB features 5000 Initial FAST threshold 15
Pyramid scale levels 12 Min FAST threshold 5

Scale factor 1.2

(a) Rocky environment rich in
features

(b) Sand bottom environment
with few features

Figure B.7: Sample images processed by the ORBSLAM2 algorithm,
illustrating different environments from the image sequence (Test 4)

Figure B.8: Estimated pose by the ORBSLAM2 algorithm, together
with the ground truth pose on x/y axis (around time-stamp 220 sec)
(Test 4)
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Figure B.9: Estimated pose by the ORBSLAM2 algorithm, together
with the ground truth pose on x/y axis (around time-stamp 570 sec)
(Test 4). The lower image corresponds to the area marked by the white
rectangle in the upper image.

B.7 Test 5 - Compare ORBSLAM’s estimated
pose to the ground truth pose using the
underwater caves sonar and vision
dataset

The experiments discussed in this section are made to compare the
behaviour of the pose estimated by the ORBSLAM2 algorithm to the
ground truth pose of the underwater caves sonar and vision dataset.
ORBSLAM2 parameters values used for the following tests are the
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ones during test 4, they are listed in table B.3. For each test, when
the AUV’s pose is estimated by the algorithm, we compute the 3D Eu-
clidean distance between the current pose and the previous pose for
both estimated pose and ground truth pose. We use the Euclidean
distance as a measure of how much the estimated pose diverges or fol-
lows the ground truth pose over time. The assumption made here is
that if the estimated pose follows the behaviour of the ground truth,
their Euclidean distance should be close. Note that the ORBSLAM2
does not estimate scale accurately. We assume that a wrong/divergent
pose estimate would result in the two Euclidean distances diverging
from each other. The original ORBSLAM2 code does not output the es-
timated pose. The code was modified to display the pose estimated by
the algorithm to a ROS topic. Resulting code is presented in appendix
C.

B.7.1 Test 5_1 - Time-stamp 0 to 45 seconds

This first test uses the image sequence between time-stamp 0 to 45 sec
of the underwater caves sonar and vision dataset. This image sequence
corresponds to a straight translation motion of the AUV. Video of test
5_1 can be seen on Youtube6. Resulting Euclidean distances for both
estimated pose and ground truth pose is showed in figure B.10. We can
observe in figure B.10 that the ratio estimated/ground truth Euclidean
distances is quite constant during the entire sequence. We can observe
on the “truth and estimated trajectory on the x/y axis” graph in the
video that the estimated trajectory follows the ground truth trajectory
i.e. a straight trajectory.

B.7.2 Test 5_2 - Time-stamp 210 to 285 seconds

This test uses the image sequence between time-stamp 210 to 285 sec of
the underwater caves sonar and vision dataset. This image sequence
corresponds to a curve trajectory of the AUV. Video of test 5_2 can be
seen on Youtube7. Resulting Euclidean distances for both estimated
pose and ground truth pose is showed in figure B.11. We can observe

6https://youtu.be/m1pftGhaQPE
7https://youtu.be/FhcNGuVT37A

https://youtu.be/m1pftGhaQPE
https://youtu.be/FhcNGuVT37A
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Figure B.10: Euclidean distances for pose estimate and ground truth
pose in function of time (Test 5_1)

from figure B.11 that the average ratio estimated/ground truth Eu-
clidean distances is quite constant (about 0.6) for the first 30 sec of
the sequence. After time-stamp 30 sec, the average ratio increases (to
about 1) and stabilizes. Around time stamped 50 sec, the average ra-
tio increases again (about 1.5) and stabilizes. We can observe on the
“truth and estimated trajectory on the x/y axis” graph in the video
that the estimated trajectory follows the ground truth trajectory up to
time-stamped 30 sec, then the estimated pose slightly rotates to the
left. Then, it maintains a straight trajectory up to around time-stamp
50 sec. At this time-stamp, the estimated pose rotates to the right and
further maintain a straight trajectory until the end of the sequence. We
can observe from the video that there is a direct relation between the
increase in average ratio estimated/ground truth Euclidean distances
and the rotation of the estimated pose. Both behaviours appear simul-
taneously on the video.

B.7.3 Test 5_3 - Time-stamp 510 to 570 seconds

This test uses the image sequence between time-stamp 510 to 570 sec of
the underwater caves sonar and vision dataset. This image sequence
corresponds to a rotation trajectory of the AUV. Video of test 5_3 can
be seen on Youtube8. Resulting Euclidean distances for both estimated
pose and ground truth pose is showed in figure B.12. We can observe
from the video that the estimated trajectory drifts compare the rota-

8https://youtu.be/i2pAs-VIq98

https://youtu.be/i2pAs-VIq98
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Figure B.11: Euclidean distances for pose estimate and ground truth
pose in function of time (Test 5_2)

tion trajectory of the ground truth. This result is confirmed by the
observation of figure B.12. We can observe that the average ratio esti-
mated/ground truth Euclidean distances increases over time.

Figure B.12: Euclidean distances for pose estimate and ground truth
pose in function of time (Test 5_3)



Appendix C

Modified code for ORBSLAM2
mono example (C++)

Listing C.1: ORBSLAM2 mono example code modified for displaying
the pose estimated by the algorithm through a ROS topic (C++)

1 # include <iostream >
2 # include <algorithm >
3 # include <fstream >
4 # include <chrono>
5
6 # include <ros/ros . h>
7 # include <cv_bridge/cv_bridge . h>
8 # include " nav_msgs/Odometry . h"
9 # include <opencv2/core/core . hpp>

10
11 # include < t f 2 /LinearMath/Matrix3x3 . h>
12 # include < t f 2 /LinearMath/Quaternion . h>
13 # include < t f 2 _ r o s /transform_broadcaster . h>
14 # include " . . / . . / . . / include/System . h"
15
16
17 using namespace std ;
18
19 c l a s s ImageGrabber
20 {
21 publ ic :

99
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22 ImageGrabber (ORB_SLAM2 : : System∗ pSLAM) :mpSLAM(pSLAM
) { }

23
24 void GrabImage ( const sensor_msgs : : ImageConstPtr&

msg) ;
25 ros : : NodeHandle nh ;
26 ros : : Publ i sher pub = nh . adver t i se <nav_msgs : :

Odometry >( "/orbslam_pose " , 10) ;
27 ORB_SLAM2 : : System∗ mpSLAM;
28 } ;
29
30 i n t main ( i n t argc , char ∗∗argv )
31 {
32 ros : : i n i t ( argc , argv , "Mono" ) ;
33 ros : : s t a r t ( ) ;
34 i f ( argc != 3)
35 {
36 c e r r << endl << " Usage : rosrun ORB_SLAM2 Mono

path_to_vocabulary p a t h _ t o _ s e t t i n g s " << endl ;
37 ros : : shutdown ( ) ;
38 re turn 1 ;
39 }
40 // Create SLAM system . I t i n i t i a l i z e s a l l system

threads and gets ready to process frames .
41 ORB_SLAM2 : : System SLAM( argv [ 1 ] , argv [ 2 ] ,ORB_SLAM2 : :

System : :MONOCULAR, t rue ) ;
42 ImageGrabber igb (&SLAM) ;
43 ros : : NodeHandle nodeHandler ;
44 ros : : Subscr iber sub = nodeHandler . subscr ibe ( "/

camera/image_raw " , 1 , &ImageGrabber : : GrabImage ,&
igb ) ;

45 ros : : spin ( ) ;
46 // Stop a l l threads
47 SLAM. Shutdown ( ) ;
48 // Save camera t r a j e c t o r y
49 SLAM. SaveKeyFrameTrajectoryTUM ( " KeyFrameTrajectory .

t x t " ) ;
50 ros : : shutdown ( ) ;
51 re turn 0 ;
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52 }
53
54 void ImageGrabber : : GrabImage ( const sensor_msgs : :

ImageConstPtr& msg)
55 {
56 // Copy the ros image message to cv : : Mat .
57 cv_bridge : : CvImageConstPtr cv_ptr ;
58 t r y
59 {
60 cv_ptr = cv_bridge : : toCvShare (msg) ;
61 }
62 catch ( cv_bridge : : Exception& e )
63 {
64 ROS_ERROR( " cv_bridge except ion : %s " , e . what ( ) ) ;
65 re turn ;
66 }
67
68 //mpSLAM−>TrackMonocular ( cv_ptr−>image , cv_ptr−>

header . stamp . toSec ( ) ) ;
69 cv : : Mat Tcw= mpSLAM−>TrackMonocular ( cv_ptr−>image ,

cv_ptr−>header . stamp . toSec ( ) ) ;
70 i f ( ! Tcw . empty ( ) ) {
71 t f 2 : : Matrix3x3 m;
72 t f 2 : : Quaternion quat ;
73 f l o a t xx , xy , xz , yx , yy , yz , zx , zy , zz ;
74 xx = Tcw . at < f l o a t > ( 0 , 0 ) ;
75 xy = Tcw . at < f l o a t > ( 0 , 1 ) ;
76 xz = Tcw . at < f l o a t > ( 0 , 2 ) ;
77 yx = Tcw . at < f l o a t > ( 1 , 0 ) ;
78 yy = Tcw . at < f l o a t > ( 1 , 1 ) ;
79 yz = Tcw . at < f l o a t > ( 1 , 2 ) ;
80 zx = Tcw . at < f l o a t > ( 2 , 0 ) ;
81 zy = Tcw . at < f l o a t > ( 2 , 1 ) ;
82 zz = Tcw . at < f l o a t > ( 2 , 2 ) ;
83
84 //Publish the v i s u a l odometry
85 nav_msgs : : Odometry estimated_pose ;
86 est imated_pose . header . stamp = ros : : Time : : now ( ) ;
87 est imated_pose . header . frame_id = " world " ;
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88 estimated_pose . pose . pose . p o s i t i o n . x = Tcw . at < f l o a t
> ( 0 , 3 ) ;

89 est imated_pose . pose . pose . p o s i t i o n . y = Tcw . at < f l o a t
> ( 1 , 3 ) ;

90 est imated_pose . pose . pose . p o s i t i o n . z = Tcw . at < f l o a t
> ( 2 , 3 ) ;

91 m. setValue ( xx , xy , xz , yx , yy , yz , zx , zy , zz ) ;
92 m. getRota t ion ( quat ) ; //Converts r o t matrix to quat
93 estimated_pose . pose . pose . o r i e n t a t i o n .w = quat .w( ) ;
94 est imated_pose . pose . pose . o r i e n t a t i o n . x = quat . x ( ) ;
95 est imated_pose . pose . pose . o r i e n t a t i o n . y = quat . y ( ) ;
96 est imated_pose . pose . pose . o r i e n t a t i o n . z = quat . z ( ) ;
97 pub . publ ish ( est imated_pose ) ;
98 }
99 }
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